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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the design of a fourth generation function 

level simulator (HPSIM4) for the Hardware Description Language AHPL. 

HPSIM4 shares a common data base generated by Stagel of the Universal 

AHPL three stage Hardware Compiler. A secondary input for HPSIM4 is 

driven by a new COMSEC Processor which supports a simplified syntax for 

periodic iterations and adds more flexibility during user control 

interaction. HPSIM4 implementation is based on a byte-oriented 

interpretive approach which also includes refined algorithms for 

asynchronous transfers, setting and resetting of data and control flip 

flops, and multiple sources. 

Evaluation of HPSIM4 efficiency is accomplished by comparing the 

functional performance of HPSIM4 with its predecessor HPSIM2. HPSIM4 

proved to be faster as verified by two medium size circuit examples, one 

of which included a 12-bit small computer. Furthermore, portability and 

ease of expansion are strongly considered in HPSIM4 design. Provision 

for future extension of HPSIM4 has been made to include user defined 

CLUs and Functional Registers. 

ix 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives 

One of the principle goals of a complete automation system is to 

have its several involved processes driven by the same source descrip

tion. This arises from the need for minimal duplication of the original 

description so that time and effort are saved. A second important goal 

is to have the ability to verify the functional behavior of the design 

at early stages of the automation system so that several design alterna

tives are utilized before the final structure is agreed on. 

Recent development in the computer aided design systems at the 

University of Arizona led to the existence of a unified automation 

design system. This system allows the designer to potentially carry his 

design from the hardware description through mask generation [3 and 4]. 

An extention and formalization of the native AHPL [1] has been developed 

with flexible features to provide more adequate user control. The 

result is a superset of AHPL, Universal AHPL, which is used by the pro

posed automation system as a media of modeling digital systems at the 

register transfer level [3]. The automation system is partitioned into 

three compilation stages so that processes with common aspects are 

separated from those which are application dependent; hence the three 

stage hardware compiler as depicted in Figure 1.1. 

1 
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DESCRIPTION 

IN UAHPL > STAGE2 STAGEl 

FUNCTION 

LEVEL 
SIMULATOR 

STG 3a CONNECTIONS 

BETWEEN 

MSI PARTS 

STG 3b 

NETWORK 

FOR FAULT 

TEST SEQ. 
SIMULATION 

STG 3c 

> 

VLSI 

LAYOUT 

DATA 

Figure 1.1. Three-Stage Hardware Compiler. 

The first stage of the compiler extracts all the information 

from the UAHPL hardware description to produce a comprehensive tabulated 

data base which contains all useful information in the original source 

description. The second stage will use the previous data base to assign 

control states and to translate the description to a transfer connection 

list for each distinctively controlled data register or bus. The list 

may be stored as an abstract element linked list [3] or as segmented 

hardware carriers linked to descriptors of the corresponding sources 

[4] . The third stage will use the output of the second stage to 

generate the output appropriate to a particular application as described 

in Figure 1.1. 
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What has been missing thus far is a function level simulator 

driven by the tabulated data base of the first stage so that design 

validation could be accomplished using the same source code processed by 

the compiler. This report describes the internal structure of such an 

approach along with the data base generation of the description and the 

user supplied control parameters- Clearly the integration of this simu

lation system with the proposed hardware compiler will enable the 

designer to guarantee that his simulated description is the same as the 

translated description. Furthermore no more effort is required to adapt 

his description for a particular design aid tool. 

1.2 The Overall Implementation Approach 

The overall block diagram of the simulation system approach is 

depicted by Figure 1.2. 

DESCRIPTION 

IN UAHPL STAGEl 

TABLES 

CLOCK LIMIT 

INPUT VECTOR 

AND OTHER 

CONTROL 

INFORMATION 

SIMULATION 

PARAMETERS 

STAGEl 

HPSIM4 

COMSEC 

PROCESSOR 

CLOCK MODE 

TIME 

-> BEHAVIOR 
OF THE 
CIRCUIT 

Figure 1.2. The Overall Approach of HPSIM4. 
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The input to the simulation system (HPSIM4) is broken into two 

parts: (1) the Stagel tables; and (2) the user-supplied parameters for 

clock limits, inital input vectors, and other useful information for the 

simulation. A separate processor, COMSEC, for these parameters has been 

designed to enhance the processing of application-dependent information 

at a subsequent stage independent of the description. Another indepen

dent use of the COMSEC processor output is for the fault detection simu

lator as part of the test generator package. 

In designing HPSIM4 several implementation issues were con

sidered to reflect a realistic simulation process to be quite valuable 

for its users. One important issue is the degree of efficiency of the 

simulation process. Modeling concurrent operations and establishing the 

proper interaction between asynchronous events are among the factors 

that influence efficiency. A second issue is the trade-off between 

speed and capacity of the system. Using tables to store data and con

trol information and a byte-oriented interpretive approach for execution 

of the simulation is found to offer the most practical simulation 

approach. A third issue is portability and ease of expansion of the 

system. The macro expansion capability of the RATFOR preprocessor 

reduces the time and effort required for modification to a considerable 

degree. Also, the independent data path width of the simulated system 

makes HPSIM4 easy to be installed on any general-purpose host machine. 

1.3 Target Study 

The implementation strategy of HPSIM4 is based on a translation 

phase that produces the data base tables to be used by an interpretive 
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phase that performs the required simulation. The main goal of this 

report is to describe the internal data base and structure of the inter

pretive phase of the system. The knowledge of UAHPL and writing the 

input program for Stagel is assumed. Reference [3] gives an explanation 

of the UAHPL grammar and the tables generated by Stagel. 

Chapter 2 describes the internal data structure and software of 

Stagel translator. Familiarity with the general concept of a bottom-up 

translation technique would be valuable to the reader. Most of the 

materials presented in that chapter will be referenced in Chapter 3. 

This is because the Scanner, Syntax and most of the supporting software 

data structure are reused in implementing the new COMSEC translator. 

Chapter 3 describes the syntax and meaning of the control lang

uage grammar followed by a description of the tables generated by the 

COMSEC processor. An example to illustrate the output tables and the 

semantic approach of the processor is provided. 

Chapters 4 and 5 describe the internal structure of the simu

lation system. The system library, the Interface, and the Initializer 

subsystems are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the simu

lation subsystem which performs the actual simulation. 

Chapter 6 describes how the system should be modified for other 

machines and for increasing its capacity. The clock mode time behavior 

output of HPSIM4 is demonstrated by a complete example at the end of 

this chapter. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the simulation approach and 

suggests future trends. 



CHAPTER 2 

STAGE-ONE OVERVIEW 

Stagel breaks the source text into a quadruple table and other 

tables to keep track of variables and to help in determining the proper 

referencing environment. The quadruples are a tabular representation of 

all AHPL operations, transfers, and connections. The output of Stagel 

contains all the information that originally existed in the AHPL 

description. The tabular form of this data base makes it easy for the 

subsequent programs to search for, manipulate, and categorize 

information. Reference [3] contains complete documentation on this 

database. 

The program that generates the tables mentioned above from the 

AHPL description is a three part program. The first program, the 

Scanner, reads the AHPL text, assembles names and multi-character sym

bols, builds a token and a subtoken (values) , and passes them to the 

Syntax [8]. The Syntax program reads a token and uses it for building a 

production of Appendix A grammar [9] . Once a production is complete, 

the Syntax calls the Semantic program and passes the production to it. 

The Semantic program performs all the neccessary semantic actions for 

each production. A semantic action consists of placing some 

representation of the production information in one of Stagel tables. 

6 
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Figure 2.1 gives input output interface between the Syntax pro

gram and the rest of the system. 

AHPL 
> 

DESC 

SCANNER -TOKEN-> 

-sub > 

token 

SYNTAX Production—> 

and other 

attributes 

->Stagel 

Tables 

Figure 2.1 Syntax interaction with the rest of the system. 

Reference [4] has complete documentation of the first two parts 

of the program, and reference [3] gives an analytical description for 

the implementation of the third part. However, several modifications 

have been added to the program since the original version was written. 

Additionally, the first two parts are reused in implementing the new 

COMSEC processor, with minor changes as appropriate. The following is 

therefore similar to documentation that has already been provided. It 

is a combination of the referenced documentation with simple modi

fications that reflect on the final version of the program. 
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2.1 The Scanner Program 

SCANNER 

TO SYNTAX <-

GET CHARACTER 

ASSEMBLE CHARACTER 

<—i 

YES / TOKEt. . 

< COMPLETE£>-

Figure 2.2. Scanner Structure, 

NO 

The Scanner implements a finite state automata [10] with 19 

states and 36 input symbols. Tabular representation of this FSA is 

shown in Appendix B of reference [4] . The input of the program is the 

AHPL description file, and output are tokens. 

The program starts in state 1, reads the input text one 

character at a time, converts it to scanner internal code and a value. 

The value may be, for example, an actual value for a numerical, ASCII 

code for an alphabetical character, etc. Using the internal code and 

the scanner's current state, a proper entry of the FSA table is accessed 

by a subroutine called TBENT. This entry gives three quanti

ties—action, subact, and next state. Examples of an action includes 

forming an integer or an identifier, looking for a delimiter, returning 

to Syntax with a token and subtoken, reading more input, etc. Subact 

specifies scanner code for multi-character symbols. The Scanner repeats 
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this procedure until a null character is received which marks the end of 

file. Operation and design of the Scanner is described in most software 

compiler books [8 ,9, & 11]. Here, only those aspects particular to the 

AHPL input language will be described. 

2.1.1 The FSA States 

The Scanner state machine has nineteen states, indicated by 

integers 1 to 19. The reset state is 1 and each time a token is com

pleted the state machine returns to this state. For multi-character 

tokens, machine enters different states to remember the character or 

characters received but not consumed. When the last character of a 

multi-character token is received, the machine returns to state 1 and 

all remembered characters are considered consumed. Table 2.1 shows the 

characters remembered in each case. 

2.1.2 Receiving Characters 

The GETCHR routine is called whenever the Scanner needs a new 

character. This routine reads an input line, skips the trailing blanks 

and places a DELETE character at the end of the line. This character is 

used by the Scanner state machine. The GETCHR routine returns ASCII 

code of the characters. The CHRCOD routine will then translate these 

codes to the internal Scanner codes shown below. 



Table 2.1. Scanner States. 

STATE CHARS MODE 

1 none reset 

2 II comment 

3 / 

4 • • 

5 0-9 number 

6 : 

7 < 

8 
= 

9 A-Z identifier 

10 0-1 binary 

11 hex hexadecimal 

12 
: = 

13 > 

14 & 

15 + 

16 @ 

17 • 

18 ? 

19 < ltr 
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Table 2.2. Scanner Internal Code. 

| SYMBOL CHED | CHVL | | SYMBOL CHED [ CHVL 

1 1 1 0 1 1 ; 19 1 0 

| ! 2 1 0 1 | < 20 1 0 

1 11 3 1 0 I | = 21 1 0 

1 # 4 1 0 1 | > 22 1 0 

1 $ 5 1 0 1 1 7 23 1 0 

1 % 6 1 0 1 1 ® 24 1 0 

1 & 7 1 0 1 | letter 25 |ASCII EQ| 

| 1 8 1 0 1 | [ 26 1 0 

| ( 9 1 0 1 | \ 27 1 0 

| ) 10 1 0 1 | ] 28 1 0 

1 * 11 1 0 1 29 1 0 

| + 12 1 0 1 1 — 30 |ASCII EQ | 

1 f 13 1 0 1 1 31 |ASCII 

1 
M 

1 
1 
JO

 
1 

| 14 1 0 1 | { 32 1 0 

I • 15 1 0 1 1 1 33 1 0 

| / 16 1 0 1 | ) 34 1 0 

| digit 17 |ASCII EQ| | 35 1 0 

| : 18 1 0 1 | DEL 36 1 0 
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2.1.3 The State and Action Table 

The 36 by 19 table of Appendix B of [4] is the Scanner table. 

Rows of this table are the states, the columns are the characters of 

Table 2.2, and the entries contain subaction, next state, and action. 

Each entry occupies 18 bits, and each field uses 6 bits. Figure 2.3 

illustrates the format of each entry. The routine ""TRENT1 reads and 

unpacks the entries of this table. 

contents 

octal 

decimal 

< 18 bits > 

sub act state action 

1-21 1-23 0-14 

1-17 1-19 0-12 

Figure 2.3 Scanner Table Entry. 

2.1.4 Scanner Action and Sub-Action 

The integer extracted from the Scanner table for action 

specifies to the Scanner what action to take for each input character. 

Details of these 13 actions can be understood from the Fortran code. 

For multi-character tokens, the sub-action is an index into a list which 

contains the token number for the multi-character token. For all other 

cases this number is zero. 

2.1.5 Identifiers and Keywords 

When the Scanner finds an alphanumeric string which begins with 

a letter, it recognizes that name as either an identifier or a key-word. 

It will then look in the key-word table, KWT, for the first four 
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characters; if not found, it decides that the name is an identifier. 

Otherwise, the name is a potential key-word. To confirm that the name 

is a key-word, the Scanner looks in the Syntax table to see if such a 

key-word syntactically fits in the input sequence. If so, the token for 

the proper key-word will be returned. Otherwise, the name will be 

returned as an identifier. 

This algorithm allows the user to type only the first four 

characters of a key-word and identifier. We may see, for instance, the 

declaration MEMO: MEMO [8]; MEMORY [16], which declares two registers 

MEMO 8-bits and MEMORY 16-bits. 

2.1.6 Scanner Output 

The Scanner output is a series of tokens and token values as 

shown in Table 2.3. 



Table 2.3. Token Values. 

| SYMBOL TOKEN 
TOKEN 

VALUE • | SYMBOL | TOKEN 

TOKEN 

VALUE 

| < 2 o 1 &/ 1 45 0 

1 i 3 0 1 +/ 1 46 0 

1 # 4 0 1 ®/ 1 47 0 

1 $ 5 0 1 <: 1 48 0 

1 & 7 0 1 ?? 1 49 0 

| ( 9 0 1 <R" 1 50 0 

| ) 10 0 1 <S~ 1 51 0 

1 * 11 0 | MODULE | 56 0 

| + 12 0 | PINS | 57 0 

| f 13 0 | LABELS | 58 0 

| 14 0 | BUSES | 59 0 

15 0 | EXBUSES | 60 0 

| / 16 0 | EXINPUTS | 61 0 

| integer 17 VALUE | INPUTS | 62 0 

1 : 18 0 | MEMORY | 63 0 

1 ; 19 0 | OUTPUTS | 64 0 

1 | PULSES | 65 0 

| < 20 0 | CLUNITS | 66 0 

1 = 21 0 | FNREGS | 67 0 

| > 22 0 | BODY | 68 0 

1 7 23 0 | SEQUENCE | 69 0 

1 ® 24 0 | ENDSEQUENCE| 70 0 

| identifier 25 0 | END | 71 0 



Table 2.3. — Continued 

1 [ | 26 0 1 I NODELAY I 72 1 0 1 

1 \ | 27 0 | | NULL | 73 1 0 1 

1 1 | 28 0 | | DEADEND | 74 1 0 1 

| 29 0 | |CONTROLRESET| 47 1 0 1 

1 { | 32 0 1 1 CLU 1 76 1 0 1 

1 } 1 34 0 1 1 IF 1 77 1 0 1 

1 -> | 35 0 | | THEN | 78 1 0 1 

1 : : | 36 0 | | ELSE | 79 1 0 1 

1 <_ | 37 0 1 1 FI 1 80 1 0 1 

1 <= | 38 0 | | FOR | 81 1 0 1 

1 ° | 39 0 | | TO | 82 1 0 1 

1 =< | 40 0 | | STEP | 83 1 0 1 

1 == 1 41 0 | | CONSTRUCT j 84 1 0 1 

1 => 1 42 0 | | ROF | 85 1 0 1 

1 : =: 1 43 0 | | FANOUTS | 86 1 0 1 

1 >= | 44 0 | | FREG | 87 1 0 1 

1 => 1 42 0 | | ROF | 85 1 0 1 

| EXOUTPUTS | 88 1 0 1 

| CTERMS | 89 1 0 1 
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2.2 The Syntax Analyzer Program 

Syntax analysis is done by a bottom-up table-driven parser. The 

scheme used here is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 13 of 

reference [9]. SLR(l) BNF of the language is given to an automatic parser 

generator program [13] The program generates the parse tables. A modified 

sparse matrix technique is used to store these tables. Two stacks are 

used to do the parsing (syntax analysis). 

The main subroutine of the Syntax Analyzer program is called 

SYNTAX. This routine calls Scanner to get a token and a sub-token 

(value). The token is translated into Syntax internal code, called Term. 

This code will be used in the Syntax program to represent the input token. 

The code, along with the top of Stack 1 is used to access a proper entry 

in the parse table. This entry gives two quantities—ACT and COD. Based 

on COD, one of the five actions is taken. Table 2.4 shows this relation. 

Table 2.4. Syntax Analyzer Actions. 

CODE | MEANING | ACT 

0 Error: the input symbol 
is illegal. 

Take appropriate error recov

ery action. 

1 Accept: the source prog, 

has been succesfully 

parsed. 

Return to the caller. 

2 Exchange: exchange oper

ation on the stack. 

Pop out an element from stacks 

and push ACT on the stack. 

3 Shift: new state. Push the new Term (symbol) 

and the new state (ACT) on 
Stackl and the subtoken foll
owed by zero on Stack2. 

4 Reduce: an LHS has been 

encountered. 

Pop contents of Stackl and 

Stack2 into Buffi and Buff2. 
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Buff 1 and Buff 2 are used to communicate between Syntax and 

Semantic routines. Following a reduce action, Syntax will call Semant 

to take appropriate semantic actions. Semant will return the result on 

a variable called NEWPNT, to be pushed on Stack 2. Syntax then 

determines the next state by using present state and reduced LHS to 

access a proper GOTO table entry. 

2.2.1 Syntax Tables 

The Syntax Analyzer uses four tables, ACTION, GOTO, POPTBl and 

P0PTB2. These tables are generated by a modified version of SLR(l) 

syntax generator of reference [13]. ACTION and GOTO tables are 

basically the same as those described in reference [12] . POPTBl 

contains the production number for each LHS, and P0PTB2 contains the 

number of RHS elements of each LHS. 

Because of the many zeros in ACTION and GOTO tables, these 

tables are reduced by use of a sparse matrices [14] . Each of these 

tables is implemented by three linear lists. Figure 2.4 shows the 

structure of these lists. ACTION table will be described here. The 

first list, indexed by the input symbol or the column element, contains 

pointers to the other two lists. One of these lists (ACVALI) contains 

the ACTION table entry and the other (ACVAL2) contains the row number of 

the ACTION table. The routine GETACT reads the entries of this table. 
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Indexed by Input 

ACPNR I I I I I I I I I I I 

ACVAL1 |* | | | | | | | | | | | 

ACVAL2 ̂  | | | | | | | | | | | 

p. ACTION 

!> R0WNUM = T0S 

(a) 

Indexed by Prod Num 

GOPTR | | | | | | | | | | | 

G0VAL1 Ic I I I I I I I I I I | 

G0VAL2 | c | | | | | | | | | | | 

£> NEW LHS 

i - ROWNUM = TOS 

(b) 

Figure 2.4 ACTION and GOTO Tables. 

2.3 The Semantic Action 

The Semantic Action program produces the tables discussed at the 

beginning of this chapter. The main semantic routine is called SEMANT. 

It is invoked by subroutine Syntax when the latter discovers a left hand 

side (LHS)— production. Inputs to the subroutine are the production 

number, subprod number, a number specifying number of RHS elements for 

the production, and the two buffers— Buffi and Buff2. In addition, a 
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variable NEWPNT is used which contains the results of a previous 

semantic action. At the end of the action, the variable NEWPNT is given 

the new result. The result is usually the row number of one of the 

tables where information regarding the production is stored. For 

several productions, no result is needed. 

Buff2 contains details regarding the RHS of the production. For 

terminals appearing on RHS, it contains their value code—symbol table 

entry for ID, actual value for integer, zero for keywords and 

delimiters. For non-terminals appearing on RHS, it contains the result 

of semantic action when the non-terminal appeared on the LHS. As an 

example, consider the production: 

8.01 <MODULE> :: = MODULE: ID 

The production number will be 8, subprod will be 1, the number 

giving number of RHS will be 3, and Buff2 will contain 0 0 n where n is 

a pointer to the symbol table where ID is stored. Reference [3] has a 

detailed documented example showing the interaction of this program 

with Syntax program in producing Stagel output database tables. 

A complete listing of the programs is available in reference 

[7]. The Scanner, Syntax, and Semantic programs are written in FORTRAN 

and are fairly commented. Error messages that are generated by each 

program are listed in Appendix C. 



CHAPTER 3 

USER INTERFACE AND CONTROL INFORMATION 

One of the most important considerations in designing a success

ful simulation system is providing the capability of communication 

between the system and the users. The system should contain simples 

directives to allow setting initial values, indicating starting states, 

and stopping the simulation and so forth. It should permit detection of 

all steps when entered. It should provide the user with the capability 

to assign values to lines from an external device and the capability to 

control the printed results. Also, the user should be able to stop the 

simulation after some desired number of clock periods. 

HPSIM4 is supported with a separate processor called COMSEC. It 

processes the user-supplied parameters for clock limits, initial input 

vectors, and other useful information for simulation. The separate 

processor for these parameters illustrates how application dependent 

parameters may be supplied at a subsequent stage and processed indepen

dently of the language. The definition of the structure and meaning 

(syntax and semantic) of the control languege will be given in the first 

two sections. The third section defines the database tables generated 

by this processor followed by a short example. Implementation 

considerations and techniques used will be discussed in the last 

section. 

20 
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3.1 COMSEC Syntax 

COMSEC syntax, as shown in Appendix B, has been defined in 

Buckus-Naur form [16]. 

3.2 COMSEC Semantics (Commands) 

The following is a brief description of how to use COMSEC 

commands. A detailed discussion of the use of some of these commands 

may be found in reference [5]. 

The COMSEC Processor accepts a number of commands using the 

format: 

KEYWORD CMDLST; 

Commands will be read (in upper or lower case) from a disk file. 

Each command must terminate with a . The first 8 characters of each 

command must be typed in order to uniquely identify the command. 

In describing the command list for the COMSEC commands, several 

terms will be informally referred to as Device-Name, VALUE, etc. 

A Device-Name is a component part that must be predeclared in 

the AHPL source program. This might be declared as Memory, Inputs, 

Outputs, Buses, Exinputs, Exoutputs, Exbuses, or Labels. Each device 

might be identified by the module number in which it is defined. This 

feature enables a proper reference for devices that are declared in more 

than one module. For instance, "RAM/1" references the device named 

"RAM" in module 1. Unless the device is referenced as the conditional 

variable on the function of a command, the declaration of the device 

must be of certain type(s) depending on the command application. 
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VALUE refers to those constant values used to set and inter

rogate the contents of the AHPL registers, memories, data paths, and 

control lines. A VALUE can be typed in octal (default) or in hexa

decimal (should be prefixed by an apostrophe If the bit pattern 

of VALUE exceeds the referenced bits of the device, the higher bits of 

the assembled VALUE will be ignored. "??» or don't care may represent a 

VALUE which is, for the time being, transmitted as a zero. 

3.2.1 Option Command 

OPTION xxx. 

This command enables the user to request one execution option 

and the optional output formats that are available. "xxx" is a string 

of digits without blanks. The option(s) represented by each digit are 

listed below. 

1,2: Unused. 

3: This option eliminates production ordering, segmentation 

for multiple LHS referenced storage elements, and checking 

for illegal feedback. This option will considerably 

decrease the CPU 

time required. 

4: All active steps (states) will be listed for each clock 

period. 

5: All the output values will be printed in octal. 

6: All the output values will be printed in hexadecimal. 

7-9: Unused. 

Notice that if neither option 5 or 6 is included, the output will be 
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in a binary form. 

3.2.2 Initialize Command 

INITIALIZE Device-Name <= VALUE; 

Device-Name<ROWn> <= VALUE; 

Device-Name<ROWn:ROWm> <= VALUE! VALUE#k! "VALUE. 

This command initializes registers and memories to a user 

selected status before simulation begins. The Device-Name must be 

declared of type or label of register or memory. Multiple registers and 

memories can be loaded with the same command line. However, each inter

mediate register or memory transfer subcommand must terminate with ";". 

Multiple ranges and/or value lists can be specified for a 

variable, thus allowing one to load any set of random locations for a 

set of possible values being written. If the same VALUE is intented to 

set a consecutive set of locations in a storage element, the format "#n" 

can follow the constant VALUE, where n specifies the number of locations 

to be loaded. 

3.2.3 Exlines Command 

EXLINES Device-Name = VALUE, VALUE#n, ; 

Device-Name = VALUE*Device-Name, VALUE*"Device -Name,...; 

Device-Name[coin:colm]=(VALUE,..,..)#k, ; 

Device-Name=VALUE,((VALUE#n,...)*Device-Name,...)#m. 

The EXLINES command, in hardware terms, imitate the input-output 

behavior of a system; that is, the command provides the capability of 

the interaction between the subject machine and the external world dur

ing simulation. It assigns values to data and control lines on a 

periodic fashion as the clock propagates. The Device-Name to be con
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nected externally must be declared of type or label of Exinputs or 

Exbuses. A line or multiple number of lines of the external device can 

be specified. By default, all lines of the device are assigned. Assign

ing a value to an external device line can be repeated for a multiple 

number of clock periods or controlled conditionally upon the status of 

another device bit or line. The declaration type of the condition 

Device-Name can be of any AHPL element type. By default, bit zero of 

the condition device will be used if bits specification is omitted. 

To repeat assigning a list of values for any set of random 

periods, the list should be included between parenthesis followed by the 

number of repetitions. This can be nested to a number of levels. The 

external lines will retain the previous VALUE if the condition for the 

next period is not satisfied. When there is no more data values speci

fied for an assignment, the last VALUE will stay on the lines until the 

end of simulation. 

3.2.4 View Command 

VIEW Integer VON. 
VIEW Integer VON,VOFF#n,VON*Device-Name,VOFF*~Device-Name, 

( V O F F , V O N # m , # k ,  

The view command enables the user to control the printing of the 

results after every clock period. The terminal "Integer" specifies the 

maximum number of clock periods after which the simulation will stop, if 

it does not reach a complete deadend. "VON" stands for VIEW ON, and 

"VOFF" stand for VIEW OFF. The syntax for the user controlled list of 

information follows the same procedural pattern as the RHS part of 
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values assignment in the Exlines command, with "VON" or "VOFF" replacing 

the term VALUE. Interpetation of the sequence will be treated periodi

cally in the same fashion. 

3.2.5 Outputs Command 

OUTPUTS Device-Name; Device-Name[coin:colm]; Device-Name<ROWN:ROWN> 

Device-Name/n; 

This command instructs the output processor of the lines and 

registers that the user desires to see their functional values at each 

clock period happened to be viewed. There is no restriction on the type 

of declaration of the Device-Name. The user can specify as many devices 

as needed as long as the output list does not exceed the page length 

limit of the printout. A selected multiple ranges of columns or rows of 

a device might be specified. 

3.2.6 Dump Command 

DUMP ALL. 
DUMP Device-Name/n; ; 

The user may desire to see the status of all registers and memo

ries only after a simulation run, or the output list may exceed the page 

length limit in the printout format. This command is provided to enable 

the user to have a printout of all registers and memories after 

simulation is done. 

The user may desire to specify the names of those registers and 

memories to be dumped, as the second example illustrates. Notice, how

ever dumping the value of a device in the dump list implies that the 
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device must be declared of type memory in the AHPL source program. 

Syntactically, the dump list is similar to the output list discussed 

previously. 

3.2.7 Suppress Command 

SUPPRESS INTEGER1/INTEGER2; ; 

For long waiting loops where the simulator stays in some steps 

waiting for a response from another system, the SUPPRESS command can be 

used to suppress output list values corresponding to those steps 

(states) when activated. The terminal "INTEGERl" is the step number and 

"INTEGER2" is the module number. 

3.3 COMSEC Output 

The output of COMSEC consists of two vectors and nine tables. 

The two vectors and five tables are used to service each command 

independently, thus each is given the associated command-list name. The 

remaining tables are shared by several commands to hold the name and 

attributes of each symbol referenced and the control information of the 

user-supplied parameters. 

A brief discussion of all vectors and tables will be given 

followed by a short example. 

3.3.1 Option Vector (DEBUG) 

This vector contains information about the user activated 

options. The option code will be broken to one digit integer numbers 

and each integer will activate the corresponding option. The vector 

consists of 10 subsections, nine of which are available for 
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user-selected options. When an option is activated, a "1" will be 

placed in the corresponding subsection; zero otherwise. See Section 

3.2.1 for the options available. 

Subsection 10 of this vector will be in use if option 5 or 6 is 

activated; the codes 15 or 16 will be placed in this field respectively. 

These codes will be used in determining the requested base for the 

printout format. 

3.3.2 Symbol Table 

This table is used to store the name of referenced symbols. 

Each entry holds up to 16 characters. Since this table stores only the 

name of a symbol and not its usage attributes, several unrelated symbols 

may point to the same symbol table entry. 

Table 3.1. Symbols Table (SYMTAB). 

|COLUMN NUMBER| DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS | 

1 1 1 FIRST FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE SYMBOL | 

1 2 1 NEXT FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE SYMBOL | 

1 3 I NEXT FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE SYMBOL | 

I 4 | NEXT FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE SYMBOL | 

3.3.3 Reference Table 

This table explains how a referenced symbol is used. All the 

attributes of a symbol and it's usage environment are contained in this 

\ 

table. The last column of the table defines the command-list where the 
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symbol is referenced. A simple Flags scheme is used to identify this, 

as shown below. 

| FLAG | MEANING 

0 The symbol is referenced in the output and/or dump 

list only. 

1 The symbol is referenced as the conditional variable 
in the Exlines or VIEW command list. 

2 The symbol is referenced as an external lines (s) in 

the Exlines command-list. 

4 The symbol is referenced as a memory or register in 

the Initialize command-list. 

A combination of these flags may be inserted in the same entry 

of the table which indicates that the symbol is used in several command 

environments. For example, the Flag "3" indicates that the symbol is 

referenced as a conditional variable and also as an external line(s). 

Table 3.2. Reference Table (REFLST). 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 1 Symbol table row number for the name of the symbol. 

1 2 Module number. 

1 3 Lower Column Subscript. 

4 Upper Column Subscript. If the symbol is used with no 

column subscripts, a "-1" is put in this column 

to indicate that all columns of the symbol are 

referenced. 

1 5 Lower row subscript. 

1 6 Upper row subscript. 

1 7 Usage flags. 
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3.3.4 Block Table 

All activities of a user-supplied control program are broken up 

into blocks and stored in BTABLE. This table has an entry for each 

value specified in the Exline and Initialize lists. Also, an entry is 

reserved for the VIEW control keywords, VON and VOFF. 

Table 3.3. Block Table (BTABLE). 

| COLUMN NUMBER | DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT 

1 

Block type. The code in this column indicates one 
of three possible types discussed below. 

| 2 | Depends on the code in Column 1. Discussed below. 

3 

Number of repetitions for a repeated VALUE OR VIEW 

Keyword. 

4 

Pointer to REFLST table for the conditional vari

able. A negative pointer indicates a complemented 

condition. 

| COLUMN 1 CODE | BLOCK TYPE 

-1 

The constant Value is "??" or don't care. Column 2 

in this case is zero. 

0 

A simple block containing a single constant value or 

a VIEW keyword. Column 2 in this case has the 

octal value, 1 for VON, or 0 for VOFF. 

1 

A nest block containing as many simple blocks as 

indicated by Column 2. 

3.3.5 Sequence Table (SEQLST) 

This table simply reflects the sequence of periodic control 

information as stated in the Exlines or View command-lists. This table 

has only one column. Each entry contains a pointer to BTABLE. If the 
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block type in BTABLE is of type 1 (nest) , the next entries in SEQLST 

points to those blocks in BTABLE that are included in the nest block. 

Of course, this can be nested to an arbitary number of levels. This 

table enhances the implementation of servicing user requests during 

simulation. 

3.3.6 Initialize Table 

This table contains all the information provided in the Initi

alize command-list. 

Table 3.4. Initialize Table (INILST). 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 1 

1 

Row number of the REFLST where 
erenced. 

the symbol is ref-

2 

Row number of BTABLE where the 
current symbol begins. 

value list for the 

1 3 Row number of BTABLE where the value blocks end. | 

3.3.7 External Lines Table 

Control information that corresponds to assignment of values to 

external devices are initiated from this table. For each external 

device there will be one entry. 
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Table 3.5. External Lines Table (EXTLST). 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS | 

1 1 Row number of the REFLST where the symbol is. | 

1 2 Unused. This column will be used for holding the 
current value block pointer during simul. 

3 Row number of SEQLST where the external control 

sequence begins. 

1 ^ Row number of SEQLST where the sequence ends. | 

3.3.8 View Vector (VEWFMT) 

A vector of three fields is used to convey all information con

tained in the View command list. 

Table 3.6. View Format Vector. 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS | 

1 1 Maximum number of clock periods. | 

2 

Row number of SEQLST where the output control 

sequence begins. 

1 3 Row number of SEQLST where the sequence ends. | 

3.3.9 Output Table (OUTLST) 

The symbols and their ordering formats in the output list will 

be provided by this table. This table has only one column. Each symbol 

has one entry in this table. Each entry contains a pointer to REFLST 

where all references and attributes of the symbol are contained. 
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3.3.10 Dump Table (DUMLST) 

This table is exactly similar to OUTLST table. A-l in the first 

row indicates that all memories and registers declared in the AHPL pro

grams will have their functional values dumped at the end of simulation. 

3.3.11 Suppress Table 

This table will contain the steps and their module numbers whose 

output is to be suppressed. 

Table 3.7. Suppress Table (SUPLST). 

| COLUMN NUMBER | DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 1 1 | Step number. 

1 2 | Module number. 

3.3.12 Example of COMSEC Program 

The following example is used to demonstrate the data base 

tables and vectors output by the COMSEC Processor. It is partially the 

COMSEC program for the 12-bit small computer provided in Chapter 6. 
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1 UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

COMSEC SYNTAX ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATE 10-JUL-83 TIME 21:36:55 

1... OPTION 6. 
2... VIEW 146 (VON*ENABLE,VON*SHOW,VON,VOFF)#50. 
3... EXLINES RESET=1,0. 

4... INITIALIZE 

5... MEM<0:25> <= '417! '51A! '41A! 'B16! ??#22; 
6... PC <= "000. 

7... OUTPUTS RESET;PC;AC;IR[0:3];MA;ADRBUS;DATBUS;MEM<20:22>;RW; 

8... ENABLE; MEM<26:27>. 

9... DUMP MEM<0:28>. 



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

COMSEC OUTPUT TABLE 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
DATE 24-JUN-83 TIME 16:50:02 

VEWFMT: MAXTIME SEQLLR SEQULR 

146 1 5 

DEBUG: SUB1 SUB2 SUB3 SUB4 SUB5 SUB6 SUB7 SUB8 SUB9 SUB10 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  1 6  

REFLST: SYMTAP MOD# LLC LUC LLR LUR USAGE 

1 1 0 0 —2 0 0 1 

2 2 0 0 -1 0 0 1 

3 3 0 0 -1 0 0 2 

4 4 0 0 -1 0 25 4 

5 5 0 0 -1 0 0 4 

6 6 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

7 7 0 0 0 0 0 

8 8 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

9 9 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

10 10 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

11 4 0 0 -1 20 22 0 

12 11 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

13 4 0 0 -1 26 27 0 

14 4 0 0 ""1 0 28 0 

EXTLST REFPNT VALPNT SEQLLR SEQULR 

1 

INILST 

3 

REFPNT 

0 

BLLR 

6 7 

BULR 

1: 4 8 12 
2: 5 13 13 

OUTLST: REFPNT 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

3 

5 
6 
7 

8 
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COMSEC OUTPUT — Continued 

6 9 

7 10 

8 11 
9 12 

10 1 

11 13 

DUMLST: REFLST 

Is 14 

SUPLST: STEP MOD# 

BTABLE: TYPE VALUE REPNUM COND 

1 0 1 0 1 

2 0 1 0 2 

3 0 1 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 

5 1 4 50 0 

6 0 1 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 

8 0 2027 0 0 

9 0 2432 0 0 

10 0 2032 0 0 

11 0 5426 0 0 

12 -1 0 22 0 

13 0 0 0 0 

SEQLST: BPNTR 

1: 5 

2: 1 
3: 2 

4: 3 

5: 4 

6: 6 
7: 7 



COMSEC OUTPUT — Continued 

SYMTAB: NAMEl NAME2 NAME3 NAME4 

1 ENAB LE 

2 SHOW 

3 RESE T 

4 MEM 

5 PC 

6 AC 

7 IR 

8 MA 
9 ADRB US 

10 DATB US 

11 RW 
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3.4 Syntax and Semantics Analysis 

Syntax analysis is done by a bottom-up table driven parser. 

Since the scheme used here is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 2, 

only a brief description of the tables and implementation considerations 

that are applicable to COMSEC Processor will be given. 

3.4.1 Syntax Analysis 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Syntax Analysis is done by a 

bottom-up table driven parser. SLR(l) BNF of the language, similar to 

the one shown in Section 3.1, is given to an automatic parser generator 

program [9] to generate the appropriate parsing tables. All the tables 

used by the Scanner program are exactly the same as described in Chapter 

2, with the exception of Table 2.3 as shown below. The tables used by 

the Syntax Analyzer have the same format described in Section 2.3.1. 
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Table 3.8. Token Values. 

SYMBOL TOKEN 

TOKEN 

VALUE SYMBOL TOKEN 

TOKEN 

VALUE 

i 2 0 | | | | ] 28 0 

• 3 0 | | | | - 29 0 

# 4 0 | | | | < = 38 0 

( 9 0 | | | | ?? 49 0 

) 10 0 | | | | OPTION 56 0 

* 11 0 | | | | VIEW 57 0 

r 13 0 | | | | EXLINES 58 0 

• 15 0 | | | | INITIALIZE 59 0 

/ 16 0 | | | | OUTPUTS 60 0 

INTEGER 17 VALUE |||| DUMP 61 0 

: 18 0 | | | | ALL 62 0 

f 19 0 | | | | SUPPRESS 63 0 

< 20 0 | | | | VON 64 0 

= 
21 0 | | | | VOFF 65 0 

> 22 0 

IDENTIFIER! 25 0 

[ 26 0 

3.4.2 Semantic Analysis 

The semantic module produces the vectors and tables discussed in 

Section 3.3. The implementation scheme used in this module, such as 

processing the input parameters passed by the Syntax Program and the 

results returned, is already discussed in Section 2.3. In this section, 
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only the implementation of an example is described to illustrate the 

application dependent approach of the COMSEC Processor in producing the 

output tables. 

Refer to the example given in Section 3.3. A printout showing 

BUFF2 and other arguments for the statement: 

VIEW 146 ( VON*ENABLE, VON*SHOW, VON, VOFF) #50. 

is shown below. To understand various entries, consult the BNF grammar 

given in Appendix B with the listings of subroutine SEMANT [17]. 

1. PROD=19 .4 CNT=1 BUFF2= 0 0 0 0 NEWPNT=1 

2. PROD=13 .6 CNT=1 BUFF2= 1 0 0 0 NEWPNT=1 

3. PROD=19 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 1 0 1 0 NEWPNT=1 

4. PROD= 5 .2 CNT=1 BUFF2= 1 0 1 0 NEWPNT=1 

5. PROD=19 .4 CNT=1 BUFF2= 0 0 1 0 NEWPNT=2 

6. PROD=13 .6 CNT=1 BUFF2= 2 0 1 0 NEWPNT=2 

7. PROD=19 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 2 0 0 NEWPNT=2 

8. PROD= 5 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 2 0 1 0 NEWPNT=1 

9. PROD=19 .4 CNT=1 BUFF2= 0 0 1 0 NEWPNT=3 

10 .PROD= 5 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 3 0 1 0 NEWPNT=1 

11 .PROD=19 .5 CNT=1 BUFF2= 0 0 1 0 NEWPNT=4 

12 .PROD= 5 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 4 0 1 0 NEWPNT=1 

13 ,PROD=19 .6 CNT=3 BUFF2= 0 1 0 0 NEWPNT=5 

14 •PROD=19 .3 CNT=3 BUFF2= 50 0 5 0 NEWPNT=5 

15 .PROD= 5 .2 CNT=1 BUFF2= 5 0 5 0 NEWPNT=5 

16 .PROD= 4 .2 CNT=3 BUFF2= 5 146 0 0 NEWPNT=5 

17 .PROD= 3 .1 CNT=3 BUFF2= 5 0 0 0 NEWPNT=5 

2... VIEW 146 (VON*ENABLE, VON*SHOW, VON, VOFF) #50. 
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VON, appearing as the first element of the nested block, is 

accepted as PROD 19 SUBPROD 4 (see BNF grammar). SEMANT subroutine 

calls BUILDB function to build a simple block of type 0 (see Section 

3.3.4) in BTABLE. The row number of BTABLE is placed in SEQLST and 

returned on NEWPNT as the result of the semantic action. The second 

production, 13.6, is processed by allocating a REFLST row, for the sym

bol "ENABLE", and filling its columns appropriately. NEWPNT will be 

assigned the corresponding row in REFLST. Production 19.1 is for condi

tional VIEW sublist. 

<VEWLST> <VEWLST> * <NAMLST1> 

Notice that the three BUFF2 elements correspond to the three RHS 

quantities. The fourth column of the previously built block in BTABLE 

is assigned the allocated REFLST row number which holds the appropriate 

information about the condition symbol. NEWPNT will return the block 

pointer. Since the SUBPROD is 2 in the next production 5.2, no pro

cessing is needed and BUFF2(1) is returned as the result. 

The next three productions are processed in the same manner as 

previously described. Production 5.1 indicates a catenated VIEW LIST. 

The subroutine SEMANT will simply return the pointer to the first sub-

list, BUFF2(3). Production 19.6 is for nest block or type 1. A new 

block is allocated in BTABLE and filled appropriately. The pointer to 

the first block (BUFF2(2) included in the nest block, is retrieved from 

SEQLST and the total number of blocks is determined to be placed in 

column 2 of the recent allocated nest block. NEWPNT returns the block 

pointer in BTABLE. The next production 19.3, is processed by placing 

the number of repetitions, BUFF2(1), in column 3 of the nest block. 
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Production 4.2 results in calling subroutine VIEW. This subroutine will 

place the maximum clock periods and the appropriate pointers to SEQLST 

in VEWFMT vector (see Table 3.7). The last production is simply pro

cessed by updating the SEQLST pointers. This completes the processing 

of the command VIEW. The rest of the example is processed in a similar 

fashion. Notice that the subroutine SEMANT processes simple productions 

by itself and calls other subroutines and functions to process more 

difficult productions. 

A complete listing of the programs described above is available 

from reference [17]. The Scanner, Syntax, and Semantic programs are 

written in RATFOR and are properly commented, so that they can serve as 

complete documents for these programs. Error messages generated by each 

program are listed in Appendix C. 



CHAPTER 4 

ORGANIZATION OF THE SIMULATOR 

An Overview 

The structural design of the simulator (HPSIM4) follows the 

general scheme shown in Figure 4.1. 

SYSTEM 
SUPERVISOR 

(1) 

INTERFACE 

SUBSYSTEM 

SIMULATION 

SUBSYSTEM 

( 2 )  
INITIALIZER 

SUBSYSTEM 

Subject machine 

description 

{internal 

format } 

SIMULATOR LIBRARY 

Initial conditions 

Input data vectors 

and other control 

information 

Figure 4.1. HPSIM4 Structure. 

The overall structure of HPSIM4 can be subdivided into three 

subsystems. The System Supervisor (main routine) is responsible for the 

42 
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invocation of each subsystem as appropriate, the sequence of activity 

corresponds to the subsytem numbers as indicated in Figure 4.1. 

The Interface subsystem is invoked first. It will interface 

Stagel and COMSEC output to HPSIM4. This includes restoring the input 

data tables, checking for the required control information and the 

coherence of optional data that might produce diagnostic reports to the 

user, and modification of some input tables for implementation 

considerations. 

The second subsystem, Initializer, is invoked next. The 

Initializer is responsible for preparing the data and control initial 

information into a form suitable for the Simulation Subsystem. It 

initializes the simulated digital system to a desired initial status, 

sets tables used by the Simulation subsystem to a proper initial 

content, and translates some primitive control information. 

The Simulation subsystem is invoked last. It will then take 

charge of managing the system functions until the end of simulation. It 

controls the actual simulation by supervising simulation scheduling, 

productions ordering and execution, and output processing. 

The Simulator Library contains tables and software supporting 

functions that are common to the previous three subsystems. Some of 

these funtions are implementation-dependent and, therefore, are grouped 

in the library to make portability and modification easy to maintain. 

Since the Simulation subsystem is the most critical to 

performance of the simulator, it deserves a separate analytical 

treatment which is provided in the next chapter. Before exploring tasks 

and functions of HPSIM4 subsystems, a basic definition of the simulator 
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library tables and supporting software facilities is given. This will 

provide a base to understand how the simulation process is performed. 

4.1 The Simulation Library 

The library portion of HPSIM4 contains the following items: 

1. Dynamic storage allocation for Stagel and COMSEC output 

data base tables. 

2. Simulation supporting tables for holding information required 

to access various components of HPSIM4. 

3. Functions for searching and retrieval of information on 

a dynamic or static basis. 

4. Functions for manipulating data vectors such as packing, 

unpacking, aligning, and masking of bits. 

4.1.1 Dynamic Storage Allocation 

Every table whose size depends on the input AHPL and COMSEC 

programs is dynamic. These tables grow dynamically into a shared 

storage pool, Store, of a fixed size. Sharing of Store is done by means 

of director arrays, one array for each table. The first entry of each 

array contains the number of columns of the corresponding table. The 

remaining entries contain pointers to the fist row of a total of BSIZE 

(Block Size) consective rows. The number of words allocated for each 

row of a table is equal to the number of columns in that one row. The 

functions that uses these director arrays to access Store are described 

in Section 4.1.7. Chapter 5 of reference [2] has a detailed description 

of this dynamic storage approach. 
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4.1.2 Symbol Value Tables (OSVT and NSVT) 

The OLD-SYMBOL-VALUE Table (OSVT) and NEW-SYMBOL-VALUE Table 

(NSVT) hold the intermediate results of all operations. These tables 

are presently organized on a byte-vector basis, as shown below. 

OSVT 

—byte 

0 7 NSVT 

—byte 

0 7 

Figure 4.2. OSVT and NSVT Structure. 

Each declared symbol in the AHPL source description is granted a 

number of bytes in the OSVT and NSVT tables in parallel. Each row of a 

symbol is assigned a number of bytes to pack all the columns included 

in it. So a symbol that has 3 rows and 12 columns is assigned 6 bytes, 

2 for each row. 

The values of all symbols needed for current operations are 

retrieved from the OSVT table. Also, results of connections and 

asynchronized operations are stored in this table. NSVT is used to hold 

the results of synchronized transfers to be loaded at the end of current 

clock execution. 
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4.1.3 Next Executable Steps Table (NEST) 

The current active steps to be executed are pulled out of the 

NEST table. The attributes of each step are collected in this table, as 

indicated in Table 4.1. The first entries of the table are assigned to 

ENDSEQUENCE steps. Initially column 4 to 8 contain zeros. When 

executing the branch production of a step, the step numbers that each 

control sequence step branches to will be placed in the zero columns. 

Before the execution for the next clock begins, new entries in the table 

will be assigned for those branched to steps. 

Table 4.1. NEST Table. 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 1 MODULE NUMBER. 

1 2 STEP NUMBER. 

3 

A "1" IN THIS COLUMN INDIC

ATES THAT IT IS A NODELAY 

STEP. 

i 
t 

00 i 
-a

- STEP NUMBERS OF THE BRANCHED TO 

STEPS. 

4.1.4 Current Executable Quadruples Table (CEQ) 

The quadruples corresponding to all concurrent active steps are 

collected in the CEQ table. These quadruples are distinguished by the 

module and step to which they belong. Quadruples that correspond to a 

terminator type of productions (branch, invocation, transfer, or 

connection) are separated into unique entries in these tables. This 

table will enhance the ordering of productions before execution such 
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that a quadruple will be sent for execution only if none of its RHS 

symbols appear on LHS of any other concurrent quadruple. 

Table 4.2. CEQ Table. 

| COLUMN NUMBER | DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT 

1 

QTABLE row number where the term

inator production begins. 

2 

QTABLE row number where the term

inator production ends. 

3 

NEST row number for the current 
active step. 

4.1.5 Operator Right-Hand-Side Table (ORT1) 

The RHS and LHS symbols referenced in concurrent quadruples are 

collected in the ORT1 table. There are two columns (sides) in this 

table. During execution, all symbols that a quadruple (pulled in 

sequential order from CEQ table) uses on the RHS are collected on the 

right side of this table. Symbols that another quadruple uses on the 

LHS are placed on the left side. The first quadruple will be sent for 

execution only if none of the symbols on the right side of table is 

included in the list on the left side. Otherwise, the order of the two 

quadruples in the CEQ table will be interchanged. 

Symbols that are used on the LHS of a synchronized transfer 

production are not collected in this table. This is because the new 

intermediate values of these symbols will not be in use until the 

execution of the next clock begins. 
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4.1.6 Segmentation Tables (SEG, SEGREF) 

A segment refers to random number of storage entities of a 

register that happened to be the target (appeared on the LHS) for 

multiple transfer operations concurrently. In order to find a segment, 

first all symbols that are used on the LHS of concurrent transfer 

quadruples are collected along with the proper attributes (row and 

column dimensions) into the SEG table. Table 4.3 describes an entry of 

this table. Then a segment formation is decided. Each entry of the 

previous table is checked against each subsequent entry for a possible 

matching of the same flip flop(s). If so, an entry in SEGREF table is 

allocated to the particular segment. Multiple entries for the same 

segment are reduced to one. Table 4.4 shows an entry for an extracted 

segment. 

Table 4.3. SEG Table. 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 

Row number of SVT tables where the 

first byte of the symbol is allocated. 

1 2 Lower row subscript. 

1 3 Upper row subscript. 

1 4 Lower column subscript. 

1 5 Upper column subscript. 

6 

Number of bytes allocated for one row 

of the symbol. 
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Table 4.4. SEGREF Table 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 

SVT pointer of the row where the seg

ment is located. 

1 2 Segment lower column. 

1 3 Segment upper column. 

1 4 Temporary SVT pointer. 

1 5 Activation flag. 

4.1.7 Searching and Retrieval of Information 

Functions for maintaining the reading and loading of information 

into the library tables are briefly described in this section. Details 

of these functions may be found in the source code. 

Finding an element of a dynamic table implies passing its row 

and column numbers. Since the element of a dynamic table are stored in 

the storage pool, these numbers however have no meaning in terms of 

pointing to real memory locations. The functions RECEIV and LOCATE uses 

these numbers to find the real pointer to Store for the requested 

element. For example, the opcode stored in the first column of row #88 

of QTABLE is found by the statement: 

OPCODE= STORE (RECEIV (QTABLE,66,88,1)) 

The number 66 is the number of rows of the QTABLE director array. 

The functions RECEIV and LOCATE work in a similar fashion except 

that LOCATE will call ALLOCATE function if the row number requested 

exceeds the current limit of the dynamic table. RECEIV is usually used 

when receiving a value from a dynamic table, and LOCATE is used when 
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entering a value in the table. Details regarding the description of 

these functions may be found in reference [2]. 

Routines for reading or loading all the elements of a row at 

once are also included in the library. Almost every table has one such 

routine associated with it. Some of these routines may make use of the 

previously described functions in case the table is dynamic. 

During simulation, most of the activities concerning operands 

are originated from TOTS and REFLST tables. TOTS table stores 

information regarding operands in the AHPL description, where REFLST 

stores information regarding identifiers appearing in the COMSEC 

control program. Therefore, the DSCBND and COMBND (Description and 

Communication Bounderies) routines are provided to maintain these tables 

respectively. These routines may maintain other tables as needed, 

depending on the operand type. 

4.1.8 Data Vectors Manipulation 

The basic addressable unit in HPSIM4 is the 8-bits byte. An 

arbitrary range of bits within a byte or multiple bytes is also 

accessible. Thus, appropriate facilities for handling packing, masking, 

and aligning of bits are needed. 

The following is a brief description of the tasks and 

applications of some of these primitive facilities. Details may be 

found in the source code. Notice however, that most of these facilities 

work on one byte recurring basis. 

PACKING: Bits to be packed in consecutive bytes are maintained by 

the subroutine PACK. This subroutine is used during column 

catenation, output formatting, bits aligning, and so forth. 
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MASKING: Generating masks for a desired range of bits is performed 

by the function GENMSK. Masking is needed during targets 

loading, AHPL arithmetic and logical operations, and bits 

extraction. 

ALIGNING: The function MAKPAT makes the requested pattern for data 

vectors during bits aligning. The function also maintains 

some other primitives and the housekeeping needed afterward. 

The prime use of this function is during target operands 

loading. 

The library also contains implementation-dependent logical 

functions. The functions adapt some VAX system functions for the byte 

based performance of HPSIM4. These functions are included in one 

subsection called LOGIC. 

4.2 The Interface Subsystem 

This portion of the system performs the following tasks: 

1. Restoring the input data base tables. 

2. Stagel database modification. 

3. Checking the coherence of user-supplied programs. 

4.2.1 Restoring Input Tables 

RSTORS and RSTORC routines restore Stagel and COMSEC tables 

respectively. Restoring is done on a dynamic basis, as described in 

Section 4.1.1. The storage pool, Store, and director arrays capacities 

are limited to certain boundaries as predefined in a disk file 

(DEFNS.RAT) by means of macro definitions. These definitions can be 

extended as needed by simply redefining the macros in the disk file. 

This utility of HPSIM4 will ease the extension and modification of the 

system to a considerable degree. 
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4.2.2 Data Base Modification 

Declared and undeclared operands are assigned node numbers by 

Stagel to be referred to by Stage2 as numbered network points. These 

numbers are assigned on a bit-by-bit basis. HPSIM4, however, is a byte 

oriented system. That is, execution of all productions is done on a 

byte-vector basis. Therefore these node numbers must be reallocated to 

support the implementation approach. 

Furthermore, information regarding labels or global symbols is 

maintained by Stagel in a manner that imposes some constraints on the 

simulator speed. For example, in order to convey all information 

regarding a label declared symbol, three tables (SDT, LRT, and SRT) must 

be preprocessed. 

UPDSDT routine is therefore provided in this subsystem to bring 

about some modifications that will enhance the simulator performance. 

To show where the changes are done, the old version of SDT applicable 

columns are first described as shown in Table 4.5. Table 4.6 shows the 

new content of these columns. Notice however that entries of SDT which 

belong to symbols declared in systems other than modules will not be 

altered. Column 4 of TOTS tables will be reassigned an SVT pointer in 

case the operand is undeclared (temporary). 



Table 4.5. Old Content of SDT Table. 

| DECLARATION TYPE COLUMN DESCRIPTION | 

3 Row number of LRT where a pointer to 
SRT is stored. This in turn points 
to an entry in SDT where the actual 

labeled symbol is stored. | 

LABEL 6 Unused | 

7 Unused ) 

8 Unused | 

10 Unused | 

OTHER 

TYPES 

8 Starting system defined node. If 

negative it points to another SDT 

row where the symbol is actually 

stored. 

OTHER 

TYPES 9 PIN table row number where a user 

defined node(s) is stored. 

10 Unused | 

Table 4.6. New Content of SDT Table. 

DECLARATION TYPE COLUMN DESCRIPTION 

3 Type of labeled symbol. 

6 The shift number for the lower column. 

LABEL 

7 The shift number for the lower row. 

LABEL 

8 Exact copy of column 8 of the labeled 

symbol. 

10 Exact copy of column 10 of the labeled 

symbol. 

OTHER 

TYPES 

8 Pointer to the first byte allocated in 

SVT for the current symbol. OTHER 

TYPES 

10 Number of bytes allocated for one row 
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4.2.3 Coherence Of User Programs 

This section of the Interface subsystem completes the semantic 

phase of the COMSEC processor. It checks the coherence of each symbol's 

name, dimensions, and usage referenced in the COMSEC program against the 

corresponding symbol declared in the AHPL description. This might 

produce appropriate error messages which are listed in Appendix C. 

Remember that REFLST tables contains information regarding each 

identifier that appeared in the COMSEC program. After an entry in this 

table is successfully tested, the first column of the entry is assigned 

the symbol's entry in SDT table. 

UPDCOM is the main routine that controls this phase. Attributes 

to be tested along with their corresponding routines are described in 

the following table. 

Table 4.7. The Interface Semantics. 

| ATTRIBUTES | ROUTINE | DESCRIPTION 

EXISTENCE FNDSYM Find an entry in Stagel symbol table for 

the current symbol. 

DECLARATION FNDSDT Find an entry in SDT table. If module 

number is omitted, the first encounter

ed entry will be considered. 

DIMENSION DIMNSH See if the current symbols dimensions 

don't violate the AHPL boundaries. 

USAGE USAGE See if the current symbol is appropriate

ly used. This routine makes use of the 

usage flags described in Section 3.3.3. 
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4.3 The Initializer Subsystem 

The initialization portion of HPSIM4 is performed by this 

subsystem. This includes servicing the INITIALZE command, building 

tables required for communication during simulation, and processing the 

initial stimuli needed for translating the EXLINES and OUTPUT commands. 

Most of these tasks are implemented in a straight forward way, so a 

detailed description may be found in the source subprograms. 

Translating the control sequence includes servicing the INITIALZE 

command, building tables required for communication during simulation, 

and processing the initial stimuli needed for translating the EXLINES 

and OUTPUT commands. Most of these tasks are implemented in a straight 

forward way, so a detailed description may be found in the source 

subprograms. Translating the control sequence provided in the EXLINES 

and VIEW commands is exception and therefore the description is given in 

more details. Each task will be described in terms of its 

subprogram(s). 

4.3.1 DOINIL Subroutine 

This routine services the INITIALIZE command. It sets memories 

and registers declared in the simulated digital system to a 

user-requested status. Values to be used are read in octal from the 

BTABLE table. The last value provided will be used in case the number 

of rows to be initialized is less than the RHS initial values. This 

routine will call the PUTBIT subprogram to encode each value and use it 

for interrogating the desired flip flops allocated in the SVT tables. 
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4.3.2 SETOUT and PRINTS Subroutines 

All information regarding symbols in the output list will be 

placed in the static OUTTAB table by SETOUT subroutine. Each entry in 

the table will maintain information regarding only one row of a symbol 

(Table 4.8). This table will enhance the output processor perfomance 

during simulation. Page column limit will be examined and if the output 

exceeds the page column limit a warning message will be given. 

Table 4.8. OUTTAB Table. 

| COLUMN NUMBER | DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 

Row number of SYMSTB where the symbol name is 

stored. 

2 

A flag to indicate that the column subscripts 

will be printed along with the name in the 

printout. 

1 3 Lower column subscript. 

1 4 Upper column subscript. 

1 5 Row number. 

1 6 SVT pointer for the first byte in the row. 

1 7 Column shift for labels. 

1 8 Module number if specified in the output list. 

PRINTS subroutine will use the OUTTAB table to print each name 

along with its specified attributes. Spaces between names will be 

maintained as determined from the optional output format and column 

widths. In case the symbol is of type label, column 3 and 4 of the 

table will be updated to hold the proper columns subscripts. A printout 
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of the initial values will be requested to reflect the functional status 

of the simulated system before the simulation begins. 

4.3.3 SETNST Subroutine 

The initial active steps (ENDSEQUENCE steps) to be executed are 

entered in the NEST table by this subroutine. Execution of these steps 

will reset each module of the digital system to its initial state(s), as 

specified in the CONTROLRESET branching statement. ENDSEQUENCE steps 

that are empty (no activities) and have unconditional branch will be 

deleted from the NEST table after execution. 

4.3.4 DOEXTL Subroutine 

This routine services the EXLINES command. As part of the 

initialization phase, all external lines must be assigned their values 

specified for the first clock period. Assigning values to external 

lines, however, is required at the beginning of each clock period during 

simulation. Therefore the following will serve as a reference for later 

use of this routine in the Simulation subsystem. 

The DOEXTL routine is implemented similarly to the DOINIL 

routine with the exception that determining the proper value to be 

assigned usually involves more processing. This is because the control 

sequence of the EXLINES command offers more flexibility to the user in 

communicating with the system. Conditional, nested, and repeated 

assignments may be specified in the sequence. The output control 

sequence provided in the VIEW command list will be translated in a 

similar fashion. 
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To keep track of the appropriate information regarding the 

periodic control sequences, one table and a stack are supplied to 

support the translation. Descriptions of these supporting data bases 

are given in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. The table, EXTBLK, is 

static and it contains one entry for the current value of each external 

symbol. Therfore it goes in parrallel with the EXTLST table. The 

stack, EXTSTK, is dynamic and is used to handle nest blocks which may 

grow dynamically during the simulation. 

Table 4.9. EXTBLK Table. 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 

Row number of SEQLST table where the 
pointer to BTABLE for a simple block 

is stored. 

1 2 Current value. 

1 3 Repetition number 

Table 4.10. EXTSTK Stack. 

| COLUMN NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 

1 1 Row number of SEQLST for a nest block. 

1 2 Number of nested blocks. 

1 3 Repetition number. 

4 

A back-up pointer to another EXTSTK 
entry. A "-1" indicates that the 
current block is the most upper level 

nest block. 
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Recall that column 2 of the EXTLST table was saved by the COMSEC 

processor to be used during the simulation. Also as a part of the 

Interface subsystem, the last entry in this table is allocated to hold 

the information supplied by the VEWFMT vector. 

The program that translates the control sequences mentioned 

above consists of three sections. Each section, given the name of the 

corresponding subprogram that implements it, will be described below by 

means of a flow chart. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM 

An Overview 

Figure 5.1 shows the internal structure of the Simulation 

. Subsystem. 

I 

SIMULATION 

REPORT 

EXECUTOR 

OUTPUT PROCESSOR 

CONTROLLER SCHEDULER 

Figure 5.1. The Simulation Subsystem Structure. 

The CONTROLLER reads the control information and directs the 

simulation process. Once invoked, it stays in control of the entire 

process until the simulation is complete and HPSIM4 stops. 

The SCHEDULER determines the state to be simulated next. Faci

lities to maintain the NEST table before and after each clock execution 

are included. 

63 
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The EXECUTOR performs the actual simulation. It interprets the 

information contained in the tables provided. Additional processing for 

ordering and segmentation is also included. 

The OUTPUT Processor prints the values associated with the 

desired devices at various user selected intervals. 

5.1 The Simulation Subsystem Controller 

This is the main program component (SIMUL subroutine) of the 

Simulation Subsystem. It is called only once by the System Supervisor 

and stays in control until HPSIM4 stops. 

Before invocation the initially active steps are already in the 

NEST table. At each clock period, each active step is requested from 

the Scheduler. The corresponding quadruples are sent to the Executor. 

After execution, the result will be in the SVT tables to be printed by 

the OUTPUT Processor. The NEST table is then renewed with the new 

active steps and the simulation for the next clock period begins. The 

SIMUL routine continues repeating the same procedure until either a 

complete DEADEND or the desired number of clock periods is reached. 

The flow chart of Figure 5.2 explains in detail the operation of 

SIMUL subroutine. 

5.2 The Simulation Subsystem Scheduler 

This portion of the Simulation Subsystem maintains the NEST 

(NEXT-EXECUTABLE-STEPS) table. It contains routines to read and modify 

the information included in the table. The prime task of the SCHEDULER 

is implemented by the subroutine NACTS which determines the next active 
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step to be executed. Other routines such as NSTNEW, NSTRST, and RSTNST 

are included to prepare the NEST at different instances during the 

simulation. 

5.2.1 NACTS Subroutine 

The NEXT-ACTIVE-STEP routine pulls the active steps out of the 

NEST table at a certain sequence. The NODELAY steps are pulled first, 

followed by ENDSEQUENCE steps, and then the regular steps. After pull

ing out all the active steps, the number zero will be returned as the 

module number. The simulation process will be terminated if the NEST is 

found empty which signals a complete DEADEND. 

5.2.2 NSTNEW Subroutine 

Recall that column four to eight of each active step entry in 

the NEST are reserved for the branching to step numbers during the 

execution. This routine will allocate a new entry in the NEST for each 

new active step. Feedback to a NODELAY step will be tested and if 

detected a warning message will be given. Also, reaching the desired 

clock limit will be determined by this routine which might cause the 

termination of the entire simulation process. 

The NEST entries that belong to ENDSEQUENCE steps are not 

altered by this routine. This is because additional processing is 

needed which is performed by the RSTNST routine. 

5.2.3 NSTRST Subroutine 

The NSTRST routine rewinds the NEST table so that new NODELAY 

steps are pulled out next. As mentioned earlier the NACTS routine will 

start looking for steps with delays after pulling out all NODELAY steps. 
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The latter may branch to steps of their type to be executed in the same 

clock period. This routine modifies the NACTS mechanism so that it 

keeps looking for NODELAY steps. The reader is expected to have some 

familiarity with the NACTS routine to understand clearly the intended 

application of this routine. 

5.2.4 RSTNST Subroutine 

The RESET-NEST routine implements the globally active branch 

(reset), where a module is reset to a specified state(s) asynchronously. 

It allocates entries in the NEST for those specified states, and deletes 

entries that belong to other active steps in the same module. The CEQ 

table is also updated to have the separated quadruples that belong to 

the recently active steps. Notice that a module must not be reset to a 

NODELAY step. If so, the step is completely ignored and a warning mes

sage is given. 

5.3 The Simulation Subsystem Executor 

The EXECUTOR (INTERPRETER) portion of the Simulation Subsystem 

performs the actual simulation. It interprets information contained in 

the input tables to generate the results for each simulated step. 

Basically, simulation of each active step is done by simply 

sending its quadruples to appropriate routines, each of which is 

designed to implement a specific quadruple(s). However, appropriate 

techniques for simulation of concurrent quadruples simultaneously must 

be incorporated so that synchronized intermediate results are produced. 

These include segmentation of multi-target flip flops and productions 

ordering. 
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The execution routines consist of the execution controller 

(distributor) and many other routines. Most of the latter are designed 

to implement one or more quadruples exclusively. The rest are commonly 

used routines to complete the execution of target quadruples. 

Simulation of standard functions is proceeded by some additional 

processing. This is because information regarding the attributes of 

arguments for a standard CLU is not processed by Stage 1 compiler. 

Simply, undefined submodules are treated as black boxes during the 

compilation. Therefore semantic checking for each invocation quadruple, 

done once, is necessary to insure legitimate usage of the CLU before 

execution. 

The following is a brief description of the different phases of 

the EXECUTOR. The description of the simulation supporting tables pro

vided in Chapter 4 will be found to be very helpful. 

5.3.1 Scheduling of Simultaneous Operations 

Quadruples that belong to concurrent active steps are collected 

by the QLINER subroutine in the CEQ table (described in Section 

4.1.2.3). This table will be used by FRMSEQ subroutine to form segments 

if possible for multi-active target flip-flops. It is also used by the 

ORDER subroutine to send each quadruple for execution in the proper 

order. Remember that the user may request the elimination of segmen

tation and productions ordering simply by activating option three in 

the COMSEC control program. 
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5.3.1.1 FRMSEG and PUTSEG Subroutines 

The SEG and SEGREF tables are described in Section 4.1.2.5. The 

FRMSEG routines replaces all symbols that are used on the LHS of trans

fer quadruples in the SEG table. Each subsequent reference for a symbol 

is granted one entry. Successful activation of NODELAY steps cause the 

addition of new entries. That is, the content of this table will be 

available until the execution of the current period is completed. 

When two entries or more reference an arbitary number of flip 

flops in common, PUTSEG is called to enter a segment in the SEGREF 

table. Each segment is bound to only one row at a time. Multiple 

entries for the same segment are reduced to one. The SEGREF will be 

used during the execution to determine the proper loading sources for 

those LHS overlapping storage elements. 

5.3.1.2 ORDER Subroutine 

This routine controls scheduling of quadruples execution. It 

orders execution of each quadruple contained in the CEQ table in a 

proper sequence. A quadruple will be sent for execution only if none of 

its RHS symbols appear on the LHS of any other concurrent quadruple. 

Figure 5.3 shows a flow chart describing the operation flow of this 

routine. 

The CEGREF list is used to enhance the detection of illegal 

feedback. This occurs when two symbols interchange positions on the RHS 

and LHS of two concurrent quadruples leading to a deadlock in deter

mining which of the two quadruples must be executed first. 
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Figure 5.3. ORDER Flow Chart. 
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5.3.2 The Execution Routines 

The Execution routines start with a head subroutine (EXECUT) 

that determines which routine must be called to simulate the current 

quadruple. In general, each execution routine simulates one type of 

production and therefore each is given the corresponding production 

name. Table 5.1 gives a list of the routines along with the produc

tion (s) that each will implement. 

The CONSVC routine is only called once for each activated quad

ruple and the result is permanently stored in the SVT tables. This is 

indicated by flagging column 2 of the corresponding QTABLE entry after 

the first call. 

Loading the resultingvalues into the OSVT table for temporary 

operands is generally done by the invoked routine directly. Declared 

operands are loaded by the commonly used PUTVEC routine. 

PUTVEC: The PUT-VECTOR routine performs the actual loading of target 

symbols and the updating of overlapping segments. It 

invokes MAKPAT and GENMSK functions to make the necessary 

alignment and masking for the desired bits to be loaded. 

Other routines such as DLMCAT and NOTRAN are provided to support 

execution of DLRM transfer or connection operations as described below. 

DLMCAT: It interfaces DLMCCA and DLMRCA subprograms with the QTABLE. 

It performs the necessary processing into the table to 

retrieve the proper LHS operands needed for the subprograms. 

Some familiarity with the information contained in the 

QTABLE regarding LHS productions is assumed to understand 

the needed application of this routine. 

NOTRAN: As mentioned before the intermediate results to be used by 

the execution routines are taken from the OSVT table. 

Result of synchronous transfers are placed temporarily in 

the NSVT table. The NOTRAN (NEW-TO-OLD-TRANSFER) routine is 
called by the SIMUL subroutine at the end of each clock 
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execution to perform the necessary up to date transfer (see 

Section 4.1.2.1) . This routine will also make the final 

updating of overlapping flip flops before the actual trans

fer takes place. 

Entries in the NSVT table that belong to lines and data paths 

have zeros. Thus, clearing of the corresponding entries in the OSVT 

table is done smoothly during the transfer by the NOTRAN subroutine in 

preparation for the next clock period execution. This will ease the 

loading of these type of elements during the execution since simply 

storing the old (zeros) values in the OSVT with the RHS sources will 

perform the desired task. 



Table 5.1. The Execution Routines. 

| ROUTINE PRODUCTION DESCRIPTION 

1 " 344 NULL 

| BRANCH 344,372,632 DEADEND, BRANCH, and CONTROLRESET. 

| CONSVC 603,604 BIT-STRING and ENCODE 

LOGCL2 541,561,581 TOW-OPERANDS LOGICAL OPERATIONS 
(@, +, &) 

| LOGCL1 551,571 ONE-OPERAND LOGICAL OPERATIONS (+/, &/) 

| INVERT 591 INVERSION or COMPLEMENT O 

| CBRNCH 371,631 CONDITIONAL BRANCH and CONTROLRESET 

GLMCCA 531 GENERAL LINE REGISTER or MEMORY (GLRM) 

COLUMN CATENATION. 

| GLMRCA 431 GLRM ROW CATENATION 

| GETGLM 481 CONDITIONAL GLRM OPERATION 

DLMCCA 511 DESTINATION LINE REGISTER or MEMORY(DLRM) 

COLUMN CATENATION. 

| DLMRCA 411 DLRM ROW CATENATION 

PUTDLR 411,451,461, 

463,464 

CONNECTION, SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER, 

ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER, ASYNCHRONOUS 

SET and RESET TRANSFERS. 

PUTCLR 452,462 CONDITIONAL SYNCHRONOUS and ASYNCHRONOUS 

TRANSFERS. 

| CLUNIT | 601,602 | STANDARD CLU INVOCATIONS 
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5.3.3 Simulation of Standard Functions 

Simulation of standard combination logic units (CLU) starts with 

a head (CLUNIT) subroutine that assigns the requested functions to a set 

of predefined subprograms. The available CLU functions are tabulated in 

Table 5.2. The user may include a CLU description in the input file to 

be translated to hardware by subsequent stages of the 3-Stage compiler. 

However to simulate a CLU function its label must correspond to one of 

the available standard names in Table 5.2. At the present time this may 

impose some constraints on the user when it is necessary to invoke CLU 

not presently available. Nevertheless making HPSIM4 able to simulate 

user-defined functions is under development. 

In general, Stagel of the hardware compiler will only perform 

syntactic checks on a submodule since it has no means to ascertain 

semantic correctness until runtime invocation. An undefined (no 

description) submodule is simply left as a black box during the 

compilation. It is, therefore, evident that appropriate semantic checks 

must be done on each invocation of a function to insure legitimate 

information before the actual simulation is performed. 

The CLUNIT subroutine will call CHKCLU whenever an invocation 

quadruple is first encountered. It processes the actual parameters to 

check their required attributes. Appendix C has a list of the diag

nostic messages that may be reported to the user. 
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Table 5.2. Standard Functions. 

| STANDARD NAME | ARGUMENT TYPE | SUBSCRIPTION 

ADD ( X;Y;C ) X&Y VECTOR C SCALAR 
C is the CARRY-IN 

(OPTIONAL) 

ONLY CARRY-OUT BIT 

| SUB ( X;Y ) X & Y VECTOR ONLY BORROW-OUT BIT 

| INC (X) X VECTOR NO 

| DEC (X) X VECTOR NO 

| BUSFN ( X;Y ) X ARRAY; Y VECTOR YES 

| DCD (X) X VECTOR YES 

| COMPAR (X; Y) X & Y VECTORS YES 

| ASSOC (X; Y) X ARRAY; Y VECTORS YES 

Multiple copies of the same standard CLU can be used from a 

single instance of declaration. For example, the incrementor 

declaration "CLUNITS: INC[12]" will serve as a definition for the two 

CLU invocations "X=INC(A)" and "Y=INC[0:5] (B) " with A and B having 12 

and 6 bits respectively. Note that the number of output lines must be 

bounded within the declared limit with bit 0 representing the MSB for 

each use. A subset of the output can be specified if subscription of 

the function is allowed (see Table 5.2) . Note that the output of 

"INC[0:5](B)" is not subscripted since B has only 6 bits. 

5.4 The Output Processor 

The Output Processor edits results of simulated states into the 

desired format. The information regarding the output list is already 

set out into the OUTTAB table (see Section 4.3.2) . The dump list is 
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obtained directly form the DUMLST supplied by the COMSEC Processor. 

These tables are used by the PRILIN and DUMPS routines while translating 

the OUTPUT and DUMP commmands respectively. Whenever a formatted list 

of digits are needed, the MAKPAT function is called. 

5.4.1 PRILIN Subroutine 

This routine translates the OUTPUT command. It is called by the 

SIMUL subroutine at the end of each clock pulse execution. The names 

along with the requested attributes of the output devices are already 

printed out by the PRINTS routine (see Section 4.3.2). Before output of 

the values, the PRILIN processes the control information provided in the 

VIEW and SUPPRESS commmands to determine if the user wishes printing of 

the current values or not. The control sequence in the VIEW command 

list is processed in a similar manner as done when obtaining the current 

values for external devices (see Section 4.3.3). The next chapter has 

an example showing the output of PRILIN. 

5.4.2 DUMPS Subroutine 

The DUMPS routine translates the DUMP and DUMP ALL commands. It 

is called at the end of simulation. For the DUMP ALL command, the SDT 

table will be searched for all memory and register elements included. 

Each device is characterized by its module number. Values of successful 

registers of the same device are printed on the following lines with 

their register number distinguishing them. 
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5.4.3 MAKOPT Function 

Values to be sorted out in the desired output format are main

tained by the MAKOPT function. All values to be printed are obtained 

from the OLD-SVT. Data vectors manipulating facilities (see Section 

4.1.4) are heavily used here. Input for this function are the appro

priate limits in the OSVT for the requested device and the optional 

output format type. The output is a list of formatted digits contained 

in a temporary buffer. 



CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATION 

The implementation strategy of HPSIM4 is based on a structure 

that uses tables for storing data and control information and an 

interpretive approach for execution of the simulation. This type of 

structure is believed to offer the most practical base for a highly 

flexible simulator with a reasonable trade off between speed and storage 

space [6] . The powerful flexibility of HPSIM4 lies in the following 

areas: 

1. Capability of performing an efficient detailed simulation 

with a rich control language for user interaction. 

2. Ease of expanding the storage capacity. 

3. No major modifications are required for portability. 

6.1 HPSIM4 Capability 

As the reader might be aware of, a native functional level 

simulator (HPSIM2) for AHPL II [1] is available at the University of 

Arizona [2]. HPSIM2 has been used for several years and has been proven 

to provide a very useful result. AHPL II is a good design language but 

it lacks the new facilities available in the Universal AHPL (UAHPL) 

developed recently [3]. The UAHPL incorporates all features of the AHPL 

II with several additional features, among which are asynchronous data 

79 
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transfer, global branches (RESETS), bidirectional buses, CTERM'S, and 

submodules (user-defined CLU and Function Registers). 

HPSIM4 design is aimed toward a fourth generation functional 

level simulator that uses UAHPL for user interface. The present HPS1M4 

implements most of UAHPL features with the exception of bidirectional 

buses and submodules. These features are to be included in the near 

future. Table 6.1 summarizes the included new features as described by 

means of short examples of AHPL statements. 

Table 6.1. New Features of HPSIM4. 

| OPERATION DESCRIPTION 

C <= (A!B) * (al,a2) 
WITH al= a2= 1 

C <= A+B 

1. A<=B 

2. A*a<=C 

steps 1&2 active 

concurrently; with a=0. 

A<= B+C 

(segmentation) 

| DON'T CARE \1,0,?,...\ 

SET and RESET 

CONTROL FF CONTROLRESET (RESET)/(1) 

DATA FF A<S- \0,1,0,1\ 

A<R- \1,0,1,0\ 

| ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER A<-B; A*a<-C 

Multiple usage of a 

standard CLU 

Memory: PC[4]j CNT[2] 

CLUNITS: INC[4] 

(CLU PARAMETERS) 

1. PC<= INC(PC) 

2. CNT<= INC[0:1](CNT) 
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The COMSEC described in Chapter 3 is a superset of the one sup

porting HPSIM2. It incorporates additional commands and directives to 

give the user more control in interacting with the system. The follow

ing describes the added features of COMSEC. 

1. Values of the output devices are viewed under the control of 

the user. 

VIEW 100 VON. 

VIEW 100 (VON,VOFF)#50 

VIEW 100 (VON*LOOK,VOFF#3)#25 

The above three VIEW commands request a printout after each: 

(1) clock pulse, (2) two clock pulses, and (3) four clock 

pulses when the condition variable "LOOK" is flagged true. 

2. Column subscripts are allowed to be specified in the EXLINES, 

OUTPUT, and DUMP command lists. The command "OUTPUTS IR[0:3], 

IR[4:11]" request a printout of the opcode and address fields 

separately. 

3. Row subscript and module number of an output device will be 

shown along with the device name. 

4. Labels are allowed to be accessed from the COMSEC program. 

5. "Repeat" directive is simplified and can be nested to an 

arbitrary number of levels. 

6. Don't care or "??" may be specified in the value-list. 

The example shown at the end of this chapter illustrates the 

usage of some of these new features. 
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6.2 Increasing the Capacity of HPSIM4 

The memory allocation of HPSIM4 is done on a dynamic and static 

fashion. Every table whose size depends of the input AHPL or COMSEC 

programs is dynamic. The simulation supporting tables are all static. 

Chapter 4 provides an explanation of these tables. 

Presently the size of each table is set to a predefined limit by 

means of a macro parameter defined in the DEFNS.RAT disk file. This 

clearly provides an easier and safer way to redefine the macro constant 

in a single place than going through the entire program for 

modification. The macro processor as part of the RATFOR Preprocessor 

will scan the program before compilation to replace each encountered 

symbolic macro by its defined constant. 

The present defined size of each table is large enough to 

accommodate an ordinary medium description. For extra large 

descriptions, these sizes may need to be expanded. 

6.2.1 Capacity of The Storage Pool 

The size of the storage pool, STORE, for dynamic tables is 

presently declared to liave 10K words. This parameter is valued by the 

XSTRLN macro. The block size (BSIZE) allocated in STORE equals 10; 

therefore each director array entry is used for 10 table rows. 

Redefining BSIZE to 100, for example, will expand the SYSTAB table limit 

to 400 system rows as compared to 40 rows for BSIZE 10. 

6.2.2 Capacity of The Index Tables 

As mentioned earlier the disk file DEFNS.RAT includes one 

symbolic macro for each table limit. The file is properly documented 
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and can serve as a reference for detail description. Those macros that 

belong to the dynamic director arrays are defined to have the original 

values of Stagel and COMSEC declarations. Therefore if any changes are 

made to Stagel or COMSEC limits, similar modifications must be 

incorporated in the input declarations of HPSIM4. 

Most of the simulation static tables can be expanded in a 

similar fashion. The SVT tables and the supporting temporary buffers 

are declared in the INCLUDE "SHARE.RAT" file. A total of 2K bytes is 

currently declared for the SVT tables. For a large description where 

several thousands of memory elements are required the present limit may 

be exceeded. The maximum number of bits allocated in each row of an 

AHPL device is very unlikely to be overflowed in the temporary buffers. 

At the present time this equals to 30 bytes (240 bits) and can be 

modified as desired in the include file only. 

6.3 Portability of HPSIM4 

HPSIM4 is presently available on the VAX2 system. The code is 

written in RATFOR. The installed RATFOR preprocessor takes HPSIM4 

programs as an input and gives a standard FORTRAN code as an output. A 

standard FORTRAN compiler is believed to be installed on any 

general-purpose computer. The RATFOR preprocessor is also available at 

the University of Arizona on the DEC-10 and the CYBER 175. 

The internal software implementation of HPSIM4 is reasonably 

free from restrictions that might be imposed by the host VAX2 computer. 

The data path width of the simulated digital system is not limited to 

the word length of VAX2. Capitalization on the available local 
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facilities is done in a way that retains a portable HPSIM4 and at the 

same time decreases the overhead of otherwise externally supplied 

utilities. 

In order to install HPSIM4 on another machine correctly the 

following parts of the program, however, must be looked at so that local 

conventions of the host machine are satisfied. 

6.3.1 Input/Output Format Statements 

RSTORS and RSTORC routines restore the input data base tables as 

output by ST10UT and DMPDBS routines of Stagel and COMSEC programs 

respectively. The input formats for symbol tables are the statements 

that need the most modification. Each entry of these tables is granted 

four 32-bits VAX2 words. Each word is intended to hold four characters 

or bytes. The output format statements of PRINTS, DUMPS, CHKCLU and the 

semantic checking routines of the Inteface subsystem are implemented in 

a similar fashion. 

6.3.2 Symbol-Value Tables 

The NSVT and OSVT tables hold the binary values for each AHPL 

element during the simulation. These tables are declared in the include 

SHARE file to have a byte structure. The macro parameter XBPW is 

defined to have a value of 8. Routines that write or read from the SVT 

tables uses this value to implement the byte structure of HPSIM4. 

Therefore changing the definition of XBPW macro before compilation is 

the only necessary modification and no changes to the body of these 

routines are needed. 
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6.3.3 Non-Standard Functions 

Special-purpose logical functions are included in the LOGIC file 

to support the byte structure implementation of HPSIM4. These functions 

work as an interface for the standard FORTRAN logic functions. The 

LSHIFT and RSHIFT functions are the most critical of these since their 

internal implementation takes advantage of the convenient non standard 

features of VAX 2 FORTRAN compiler. Local names for the standard 

functions may also need to be appropriately modified. 

6.4 A 12-Bit Computer Example 

The following 12-bit computer example demonstrates the use of 

several new implemented features by HPSIM4 and the supporting tools of 

the communication program. The COMSEC program is partially presented in 

Chapter 3 to show the output tables of the COMSEC processor. The 

12-Bit computer is described as follows: 

* Two 12-Bit (AC & IR) and two 6-Bit (PC & AR) registers. 

* Each instruction has a Four-bit OPCODE and Eight-bit ADDRESS. 

* OPCODES are as follows: 

0000 = HALT 

1000 = Complement AC 
0001 = Shift AC one place right 

1001 = Shift AC one place left 
0010 = AND memory with AC, Result in AC 

0011 = ADD " " " " " " 
0100 = Load AC with memory 

0101 = Store AC to memory 

0110 = Jump to location specified 

0111 = Jump if AC is zero 

* For instructions 0010 to 0111 the first bit (zero bit) indicates 

indirect addressing. 
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* The memory is slow and there is one clock delay cycle for it to 

respond. 

Describe this 12-BIT computer in AHPL and test it. Write a 

program for your computer that adds contents of two memory locations and 

store the result in a third location. Divide the result by 2. 

To run STAGE1 of the Hardware Compiler type the following: 

$ RUN [EELIB]STAGE01 

YOU WILL THEN BE ASKED TO 

ENTER YOUR INPUT, AND OUTPUT 

FILE NAMES. 

To run COMSEC Processor, 

$ RUN [EELIB]COMSEC 

YOU WILL THEN BE ASKED TO 

ENTER YOUR INPUT, AND OUTPUT 

FILE NAMES. 

To run UAHPL Simulator, 

$ RUN [EELIB]HPSIM4 

YOU WILL THEN BE ASKED TO 

ENTER YOUR INPUT FILE NAMES 
(FROM STAGE1 AND COMSEC) AND 
YOUR OUPUT FILE NAME. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSAL AHPL STAGE 1 SYNTAX ANALYSER OUTPUT DATE 23-JUN-83 

TIME 17:20:39 
1... MODULE: CPU. 
2... MEMORY: AC[12]; IR[12]; PC[6]; MA[6]. 

3... EXBUSES: DATBUS[12]. 
4... EXINPUTS: RESET; CLK. 

5... OUTPUTS: RW; ENABLE; ADRBUS[6]. 

6... EXOUTPUTS: SHOW. 

1... LABELS: ADDR=DATBUS[6:11]. 

8... CLUNITS: INC[6]; ADD[13]. 

9. . . 

10... BODY SEQUENCE: CLK. 
11... 1 ENABLE=\1\; RW=\1\. 

12... 2 ADRBUS=PC; PC<=INC(PC); IR<=DATBUS; MA<=ADDR; SHOW=\l\. 

13... 3 = > ("(+/IR[1:2]), ((+/IR[1:2]) & 

IR[0]),((+/IR[1:2])&~IR[0])) / ( 4 , 5 , 7).  

14... 4 NODELAY 
15... AC<=(~AC!\0\,AC[0:10]!AC[1:11],\0\)*(IR[0] & ~IR[3],*IR[0] S 

IR[3], 
16... IR[0] & 

IR[3]); 

17... =>(+/IR[0:3], "(+/IR[0:3]))/(l,12). 

18... 5 ENABLE=\1\; RW=\1\. 

19... 6 ADRBUS=MA; 

20... MA< =ADDR. 

21... 7 NODELAY 
22... =>(~(&/IR[l:2]), S/IR[1:2])/(8,11). 

23... 8 ENABLE=\1\; RW=(\1\!\0\)*("("IR[2]&IR[3]), "IR[2]SIR[3]); 

24... =>(~IR[2]SIR[3])/(10). 

25... 9 ADRBUS=MA;AC<=(DATBUS!DATBUSSAC!ADD[1:12](DATBUS;AC))* 
26... (~IR[2]&~IR[3] , IR[2]&~IR[3] , IR [ 2 ]&IR[3] ) ; ==>(1). 

27... 10 ADRBUS=MA; DATBUS=AC; =>(1). 

28... 11 NODELAY 
29... PC*riR[3]+IR[3]&"(+/AC))< = IR[6:11] ; =>(1). 

30... 12 DEADEND. 

31... ENDSEQUENCE 
32... CONTROLRESET (RESET)/(1). 

33... END. 

34. . . 

35... MODULE: MEM. 
36... INPUTS: RW; ENABLE; ADRBUS[6]. 

37... MEMORY: MEM[12]<64>. 
38... EXINPUTS: RESET; CLK. 

39... EXBUSES: DATBUS[12]. 
40... CLUNIT: DCD[64]; BUSFN[12]. 

41. . . 
42... BODY SEQUENCE: CLK. 
43... 1 => (ENABLESRW, ENABLES~RW, "ENABLE)/(2,3,1) . 

44... 2 DATBUS=BUSFN(MEM;DCD(ADRBUS)); =>(1). 

45... 3 MEM<21:28>*DCD[21:28](ADRBUS)<=DATBUS; =>(1). 
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UNIVERSAL AHPL STAGE 1 SYNTAX ANALYSER OUTPUT — Continued 

46... ENDSEQUENCE 
47... CONTROLRESET (RESET)/(1). 
48... END. 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

COMSEC SYN ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATE 7-AUG-83 

1... OPTION 6. 
2... VIEW 146 (VON* ENABLE,VON* SHOW,VON,VOFF)#5 0. 

3... EXLINES RESET=1,0. 

4... INITIALIZE 
5... MEM<0:25> <= '417! *51A! '41A! 'B16! '51A! 
6... '314! '515! '70D! '602! '416! 

7... 'D16! '000! '001! 'FFE! *018! 
8.. . PC <= '000. 

9... OUTPUTS RESET;PC;AC;IR[0:3];MA;ADRBUS;DATBUS;MEM<20:22>;RW;ENABLE; 

MEM<26:27>. 

10... DUMP MEM<0:28>. 

TIME 21:06:41 

'416! '314! '516!' 415! 

•314! '516! MIA!' 100! 

•000! '222! '333; 



. # 

0 

1 

2 
3 

6 
7 
8 

11 
12 
13 

16 
17 

18 
21 

22 

23 

24 
25 

28 
29 

30 

33 

34 

35 

38 

39 
40 

43 
44 

45 

ARIZONA 

, SIMULATOR OUTPUT 

DEPARMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

DATE 24-JUN-83 TIME 16:38:26 

AHPL FUNCTIONAL LEVEL SIMULATOR OUTPUT: 

PC 
AC 

IR[0:3] 

MA 

ADRBUS 

DATBUS 
MEM<20> 

MEM<21> 
MEM< 2 2 > 

RW 
ENABLE 

MEM<26> 

MEM<27> 

00 000 0 00 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

00 000 0 00 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

00 000 0 00 00 417 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

01 000 4 17 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

01 000 4 17 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

01 000 4 17 01 51A 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

02 000 5 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

02 000 5 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

02 000 5 1A 02 41A 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

03 000 4 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

03 000 4 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

03 000 4 1A 03 B16 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

04 000 B 16 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

04 000 B 18 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

04 000 B 18 18 222 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

04 222 B 18 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 000 000 

04 222 B 18 04 51A 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

05 222 5 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 000 000 

05 222 5 1A 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 222 000 

05 222 5 1A 05 416 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

06 222 4 16 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

06 018 4 16 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 222 000 

06 018 4 16 06 314 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

07 018 3 14 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

07 019 3 14 00 000 001 FFE 018 1 1 222 000 

07 019 3 14 07 516 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

08 019 5 16 00 000 001 FFE 018 0 0 222 000 

08 019 5 16 00 000 001 FFE 019 1 1 222 000 

08 019 5 16 08 415 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 

09 019 4 15 00 000 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 



UNIVERSAL AHPL SIMULATOR OUTPUT — Continued 

48 0 09 FFE 4 15 00 000 001 FFE 019 1 1 222 000 

49 0 09 FFE 4 15 09 314 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 

50 0 OA FFE 3 14 00 000 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 

53 0 OA FFF 3 14 00 000 001 FFE 019 1 1 222 000 

54 0 OA FFF 3 14 OA 515 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 

55 0 OB FFF 5 15 00 000 001 FFE 019 0 0 222 000 

58 0 OB FFF 5 15 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 222 000 

59 0 OB FFF 5 15 OB 70D 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

60 0 OC FFF 7 OD 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

64 0 02 FFF 6 02 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 222 000 

65 0 02 FFF 6 02 02 41A 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

66 0 03 FFF 4 1A 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

69 0 03 222 4 1A 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 222 000 

70 0 03 222 4 1A 03 B16 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

71 0 04 222 B 16 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

74 0 04 222 B 19 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 222 000 

75 0 04 222 B 19 19 333 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

76 0 04 555 B 19 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 222 000 

77 0 04 555 B 19 04 51A 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

78 0 05 555 5 1A 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 222 000 

81 0 05 555 5 1A 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 555 000 

82 0 05 555 5 1A 05 416 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

83 0 06 555 4 16 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

86 0 06 019 4 16 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 555 000 

87 0 06 019 4 16 06 314 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

88 0 07 019 3 14 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

91 0 07 01A 3 14 00 000 001 FFF 019 1 1 555 000 

92 0 07 01A 3 14 07 516 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

93 0 08 01A 5 16 00 000 001 FFF 019 0 0 555 000 

96 0 08 01A 5 16 00 000 001 FFF OlA 1 1 555 000 

97 0 08 01A 5 16 08 415 001 FFF 01A 0 0 555 000 

98 0 09 01A 4 15 00 000 001 FFF OlA 0 0 555 000 

101 0 09 FFF 4 15 00 000 001 FFF OlA 1 1 555 000 

102 0 09 FFF 4 15 09 314 001 FFF OlA 0 0 555 000 

103 0 OA FFF 3 14 00 000 001 FFF OlA 0 0 555 000 

106 0 OA 000 3 14 00 000 001 FFF OlA 1 1 555 000 

107 0 OA 000 3 14 OA 515 001 FFF OlA 0 0 555 000 

108 0 OB 000 5 15 00 000 001 FFF OlA 0 0 555 000 

111 0 OB 000 5 15 00 000 001 000 OlA 1 1 555 000 

112 0 OB 000 5 15 OB 70D 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

113 0 OC 000 7 OD 00 000 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

117 0 OE 000 4 16 00 000 001 000 OlA 1 1 555 000 

118 0 OE 000 4 16 16 01A 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

119 0 OE 01A 4 16 00 000 001 000 OlA 1 1 555 000 

120 0 OE 01A 4 16 OE 314 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

121 0 OF 01A 3 14 00 000 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

124 0 OF 01B 3 14 00 000 001 000 OlA 1 1 555 000 

125 0 OF 01B 3 14 OF 516 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 

126 0 10 01B 5 16 00 000 001 000 OlA 0 0 555 000 



UNIVERSAL AHPL SIMULATOR OUTPUT — Continued 

129 0 10 OIB 5 16 00 000 001 000 OIB 1 1 555 000 

130 0 10 OIB 5 16 10 41A 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

131 0 11 OIB 4 1A 00 000 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

134 0 11 555 4 1A 00 000 001 000 OIB 1 1 555 000 

135 0 11 555 4 1A 11 100 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

136 0 12 555 1 00 00 000 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

140 0 13 2AA D 16 00 000 001 000 OIB 1 1 555 000 

141 0 13 2AA D 16 16 OIB 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

142 0 13 2AA D IB 00 000 001 000 OIB 0 1 555 000 

143 0 13 2AA D IB IB 2AA 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 000 

144 0 13 2AA D IB 00 000 001 000 OIB 1 1 555 2AA 

145 0 13 2AA D IB 13 000 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 2AA 

146 0 14 2AA 0 00 00 000 001 000 OIB 0 0 555 2AA 

::::: PROGRAM REACHED THE CLOCKLIMIT. AHPL SIMULATION STOPS. :::: 

***** HPSIM OUTPUT, DUMP OF MEMORIES AND REGISTERS: 

MEM[0:11]<0> 417 

1> 51A 

2> 41A 

3> B16 
4> 51A 

5> 416 

6> 314 

7> 516 

8> 415 

9> 314 

10> 515 

11> 70D 
12> 602 
13> 416 

14> 314 
15> 516 

16> 41A 

17> 100 

18> D16 

19> 000 

20> 001 

21> 000 

22> OIB 

23> 000 
24> 222 < OPERANDI 

25> 333 < OPERAND2 
26> 555 < SUM = OPERANDI + OPERAND2 

27> 2AA < SUM/2 

28> 000 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

This project is aimed towards the programing of a fourth 

generation function level simulator for Universal AHPL to be driven by 

the tabulated output of Stagel of the three stage AHPL compiler. A 

modular control language for user-supplied parameters has been provided. 

These parameters are processed by a separate COMSEC processor so it can 

be interfaced to other AHPL software packages. In order to provide a 

fast, economical, and flexible simulator the byte-based interpretive 

approach in conjunction with a combination of dynamic and static fashion 

of storage allocation is implemented. This implied the reassignment of 

operand nodes in the SDT and TOTS tables of Stagel and the supplement of 

byte-oriented logic functions. 

The RATFOR preprocessor has enhanced the implementation of 

several powerful features of the simulator. The high level of 

abstraction in the language structure enabled the writing of a well 

structured software code to be easily debugged and modified. Portability 

and storage expansion are considerably simplified by the macro expansion 

capability of the preprocessor. 

After studying the data base representation for user-defined 

submodules, several major improvements must be incorporated in the 

semantic phase of Stagel. The number and dimensions of the actual 

arguments must be matched with those of the corresponding declared 
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formal parameters. Additionally, the proper connection between the 

generic output lines and storage elements of function registers must be 

ascertained. The predicted time required to incorporate these semantic 

checks in HPSIM4 may cost three times as much when they are taken care 

of by Stagel semantic. 

HPSIM4 is presently a two-level simulator and thus simulation of 

bidirectional buses has not been included. Adopting HPSIM4 for the 

multi-level fault detection simulator is now under development at the 

University of Arizona. The major refinement necessary has to be in 

expanding the capacity of SVT tables and the supporting temporary 

buffers. Once the conventional data base is set, the simulation of 

bidirectional buses becomes very routine work. 

Future research must be aimed toward completing and developing 

the current HPSIM4 for Universal AHPL. Other alternative simulation 

targets may also be studied. The following summarizes the intended 

future trends. 

1. Simulation of user-defined CLU and Functional Registers. 

2. Multi-level simulation. 

3. Simulation of bidirectional buses. 

4. Provision for the simplified READ and WRITE notations. 

5. Provision for CTERMS in modules. 

6. An interactive version of HPSIM4. 



APPENDIX A 

THE U-AHPL GRAMMAR 

Grammar 

1.01 <S'> ::= | -<S>- | 

2.01 <S> ::= <AHPLPROGRAM> . 

3.01 <AHPLPROGRAM> : := <AHPLPROGRAM> . <DESCRIPTIONS> 

3.02 ::= <DESCRIPTIONS> 

4.01 <DESCRIPTIONS> 
4.02 

4.03 

<MODULEDESC> 
<CLUDESC> 

<FNREGDESC> 

5.01 <MODULEDESC> <MODHEAD> . <MODDECLS> . <MODSEQ> 

6.01 <CLUDESC> ::= <CLUHEAD> . <CLUDECLS> . BODY <CLUACTS> . END 

7.01 <FNREGDESC> ::= <FNHEAD> . <MODDECLS> . BODY <RELATION> . END 

8.01 <MODHEAD> ::= MODULE : ID 

9.01 <MODDECLS> ::= <MODDECLS> . <MDECL> 
9.02 ::= <MDECL> 

10.01 <MODSEQ> ::= BODY SEQUENCE : <SLRM> . <PROCPART> . ENDSEQUENCE 

<NOPROC> . 

END 

11.01 <MDECL> 

1 1 . 0 2  
11.03 

11.04 
11.05 
11.06  

<TYPE1> : <ID_DIM_LIST> <REF1> 

<TYPE1> : <ID_DIM_LIST> 

<TYPE2> : <ID_DIM_LIST> <REF2> 

<TYPE2> : <ID_DIM_LIST> 

PINS : <PIN_LIST> 

LABELS : <LABEL LIST> 

12.01 <TYPE1> 

1 2 . 0 2  
12.03 

12.04 

12.05 

1 2 . 0 6  
12.07 
12.08 

BUSES 

EXBUSES 

EXINPUTS 

INPUTS 

MEMORY 

OUTPUTS 
PULSES 

EXOUTPUTS 

13.01 <ID_DIM_LIST> :<ID_DIM_LIST> ; <ID_DIM> 

13.02 ::= <ID_DIM> 
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14.01 <REF1> ::= <. <PAR_LIST> .> 

15.01 <TYPE2> CLUNITS 
15.02 ::= FNREGS 

16.01 <REF2> 

16.02 
16.03 

16.04 

<: ID <REF1> <DIMENSION> 

<: ID <REF1> 

<: ID <DIMENSION> 
< : ID 

17.01 <PIN_LIST> <PIN_LIST> ; <PIN_NUM> 
17.02 ::= <PIN_NUM> 

18.01 <LABEL_LIST> ::= <LABEL_LIST> ; <LABID> 

18.02 <LABID> 

19.01 <ID_DIM> ::= ID <DIMENSION> 
19.02 ::= ID 

20.01 <DIMENSION> 
2 0 . 0 2  
20.03 

20.04 

< < AE> 

[ <AE> 

< <AE> 

[ <AE> 

[ <AE> ] 

< <AE> > 

21.01 <AE> ::= <EXPR> 

22.01 <EXPR> 

2 2 . 0 2  
22.03 

<EXPR> + <TERM> 

<EXPR> - <TERM> 

<TERM> 

23.01 <TERM> 

23.02 

23.03 

<TERM> * <FACTOR> 

<TERM> / <FACTOR> 

<FACTOR> 

24.01 <FACTOR> 

24.02 

:= <FACTOR> * 

:= <PRIMARY> 

<PRIMARY> 

25.01 <PRIMARY> 

25.02 

25.03 

25.04 

25.05 

( <EXPR> ) 

INTEGER 

ID 
- <PRIMARY> 

+ <PRIMARY> 

26.01 <PAR_LIST> ::= <PAR_LIST> ; <PARAM> 

26.02 ::= <PARAM> 

27.01 <PARAM> ::= <AE> 

28.01 <LABID> ==: ID = <SLRM> 

29.01 <SLRM> ::= ID <SUB RANGE> 



29.02 = ID 

30.01 <PIN_NUM> ::= ID ( <NUMB_STRING> ) 

31.01 <NUMB_STRING> ::= ( <NUMB_STRING> ) 

31.02 ::= <NUMB_STRING> , INTEGER 

31.03 ::= <NUMB_STRING> , ? 

31.04 ::= INTEGER 
31.05 ::= ? 

32.0] <PROCPART> ::= <PROCPART> . INTEGER <STEPS> 

32.02 ::= INTEGER <STEPS> 

33.01 <NOPROC> ::= <STARTSTEP> ; <RELATION> 
33.02 ::= <STARTSTEP> 

34.01 <STEPS> ::= NODELAY <ACTION> 

34.02 ::= <ACTION> 

34.03 ::= NULL 

34.04 ::= DEADEND 

35.01 <ACTION> 

35.02 

35.03 
36.01 <RELATION> 

36.02 

= <RELATION> ; <BRANCH> 

= <RELATION> 
= <BRANCH> 

:= <RELATION> ; <RELATI0N1> 
:= <REALTI0N1> 

37.01 <BRANCH> 

37.02 
:= => <GLMR> / <NUMB_STRING> 

:= => <NUMB STRINO 

38.01 <RELATI0N1> 

38.02 
38.03 

= <INVOCATION> 

= <TRANSFER> 

= <CONNECTION> 

39.01 <INVOCATION > 

39.02 

:= ID ( <INVOK_LIST> ) * <BGLRM> 
:= ID ( <INVOK LIST> ) <= 

40.01 <TRANSFER> 

40.02 

<SYNCTR> 

<ASYNCTR> 

41.01 <CONNECTION> 

41.02 

41.03 

= <DLMR> = <GLRM> 
= <DLRM> :=: <DLRM> 

= <DLRM> :=: <CLHS> 

42.01 <INVOK_LIST> :<INVOK_LIST> ; <CGLRM> 
42.02 ::= <CGLRM> 

43.01 <BGLRM> ::= <BGLRM> ! <GLRM1> 

43.02 ::= <GLRM1> 

44.01 <CGLRM> :<BGLRM> 
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44.02 ::= ?? 

45.01 <SYNCTR> ::= <DLRM> <= <GLRM> 

45.02 ::= <CLHS> <= <GLRM> 

46.01 <ASYNCTR> 

46.02 
46.03 
46.04 

= <DLRM> <- <GLRM> 

= <CLHS> <- <GLRM> 

= <DLRM> <S- <GLRM> 

= <DLRM> < R- <GLRM> 

47.01 <DLRM> ::= <DLRM> ! <DLRM1> 
47.02 ::= <DLRM1> 

48.01 <GLRM> <BGLRM> * <BGLRM> 
48.02 ::= <BGLRM> 

49.01 <CLHS> ::= <DLRM> * <BGLRM> 

49.02 ::= <CLHS1> 

50.01 <CLHS1> ::= ( <CLHS> ) 

51.01 <DLRM1> ::= <DLRM1> , <DLRM2> 

51.02 ::= <DLRM2> 

52.01 <DLRM2> ::= ( <DLRM> ) 

52.02 ::= <SLRM> 

53.01 <GLRM1> ::= <GLRM1> , <GLRM2> 

53.02 ::= <GLRM2> 

54.01 <GLRM2> ::= <GLRM2> @ <GLRM3> 

54.02 <GLRM3> 

55.01 <GLRM3> ::= +/ <GLRM3 

55.02 ::= <GLRM4> 

56.01 <GLRM4> ::= <GLRM4> + <GLRM5> 

56.02 ::= <GLRM5> 

57.01 <GLRM5> ::= &/ <GLRM5> 

57.02 ::= <GLRM6> 

58.01 <GLRM6> ::= <GLRM6> & <GLRM7> 

58.02 ::= <GLRM7> 

59.01 <GLRM7> ::= " <ELEMENT> 

59.02 ::= <ELEMENT> 

60.01 <ELEMENT> 

60.02 

60.03 

= ID ( <INVOK_LIST> ) 

= ID <SUBS__RANGE> ( <INVOK_LIST> ) 

= INTEGER $ INTEGER 
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60.04 ::= \ <NUMB_STRING> \ 
60.05 ::= ( <BGLRM> ) 

60.06 ::= <SLRM> 

61.01 <SUBS_RANGE> ::= < 
61.02 ::= [ 
61.03 ::= < 

61.04 ::= [ 

62.01 <RANGE> ::= <AE> : 
62.02 ::= <AE> 

<RANGE> > [ <RANGE> ] 

<RANGE> ] < < RANGE > > 

<RANGE> > 

<RANGE> ] 

<AE> 

63.01 <STARTSTEP> ::= CONTROLRESET ( <GLRM> ) / ( <NUMB_STRING> ) 

63.02 ::= CONTROLRESET ( <NUMB_STRING> ) 

64.01 <CLUHEAD> ::= CLU : ID ( <INVOK2_LIST> ) <REF1> 

64.02 ::= CLU : ID ( <INVOK2_LIST> ) 

65.01 <CLUDECLS> ::= <CLUDECLS> . <CLUDECL> 

65.02 ::= <CLUDECL> 

66.01 <CLUACTS> ::= <CLUACT2> 

67.01 <INVOK2_LIST> 

67.02 

:= <INVOK2_LIST> 
:= ID 

ID 

68.01 <CLUDECL> 

6 8 . 0 2  
68.03 

68.04 

68.05 

= INPUTS: <ID_DIM_LIST> 

= OUTPUTS : <ID_DIM_LIST> 

= CLUNITS : <ID_DIM_LIST> 

= CLUNITS : <ID_DIM_LIST> <REF2> 

= CTERMS : <ID DIM LIST> 

69.01 <CLUACT2> 

69.02 

:= <CLUACT2> 

:= <CLUACT> 
<CLUACT> 

70.01 <CLUACT> 

70.02 

70.03 

= <CONNECTION> 

= <IFSTAT> 

= <FORSTAT> 

71.01 <IFSTAT> ::= IF <CLUREL> <THEN_CLAUS> <ELSE_CLAUS> FI 

71.02 ::= IF <CLUREL> <THEN_CLAUS> FI 

72.01 <FORSTAT> : := <FORHEAD> = <AE> TO <AE> STEP <AE> CONSTRUCT 

<CLUACTS> ROF 
72.02 ::= <FORHEAD> = <AE> TO <AE> CONSTRUCT <CLUACTS> ROF 

73.01 <CLUREL> ::= ID <RELOP> <AE> 

74.01 <THEN_CLAUS> ::= THEN <CLUACTS> 

75.01 <ELSE CLAUS> :ELSE <CLUACTS> 



76.01 <FORHEAD> ::= FOR ID 

77.01 <RELOP> ::= = 

77.02 ::= < 
77.03 ::= > 

77.04 ::= <> 
77.05 ::= =< 
77.06 : := >= 

78.01 <FNHEAD> ::= FREG : ID ( <INVOK2_LIST> ) <REF1> 

78.02 ::= FREG : ID ( <INVOK2_LIST> ) 

There are 78 nonterminals and 75 terminals. 

Nonterminal Symbols Terminal Symbols 

<S' > :  -
<s> - :  
<AHPLPROGRAM> . 
<DESCRIPTIONS> MODULE 

<MODULEDESC> :  
<CLUDESC> ID 

<FNREGDESC> PINS 

<MODHEAD> LABELS 

<MODDECLS> BUSES 

<MODSEQ> EXBUSES 

<MDECL> EXINPUTS 

<TYPE1> INPUTS 

<ID_DIM_LIST> MEMORY 

<REF1> OUTPUTS 

<TYPE2> PULSES 

<REF2> EXOUTPUTS 

<PIN LIST> CLUNITS 

<LABEL_LIST> FNREGS 

<ID DIM> 
<DIMENSION> <  

<AE> > 

<EXPR> [ 

<TERM> ] 

<FACTOR> + 

<PRIMARY> -
<PAR_LIST> * 

<PARAM> / 
<LABID> 

<SLRM> ( 

<PIN NUM> ) 

<NUMB STRING> INTEGER 

<PROCPART> < .  

<NOPROC> • > 

<STEPS> <  :  

<ACTION> 
= 



<RELATION> BODY 

<BRANCH> SEQUENCE 

<RELATI0N1> ENDSEQUENCE 

< INVOCATION END 

<TRANSFER> NODELAY 

< CONNECTION> NULL 

<INVOK_LIST> DEADEND 

<BGLRM> < = 

<CGLRM> ?? 
<SYNCTR> <-
<ASYNCTR> <S-

<DLRM> <R-

<GLRM> : = : 

<CLHS> i 

<CLHS1> r 

<DLRM1> @ 
<DLRM2> +/ 
<GLRM1> &/ 
<GLRM2> & 
<GLRM3> $ 
<GLRM4> \ 
<GLRM5> = > 

<GLRM6> CONTROLRESET 

<GLRM7> ? 
<ELEMENT> CLU 

<SUBS RANGE> FANOUTS 

<RANGE> CTERMS 

<STARTSTEP> IF 

<CLUHEAD> FI 

<CLUDECLS> THEN 

<CLUACTS> ELSE 

<INVOK2_LIST> TO 

<CLUDECL> STEP 

<CLUACT2> CONSTRUCT 

<CLUACT> ROF 

<IFSTAT> <> 
<FORSTAT> =< 

<CLUREL> >= 

CTHEN CLAUS> FREG 

<ELSE_CLAUS> FOR 

<FORHEAD> 

<RELOP> 

<FNHEAD> 



APPENDIX B 

THE COMSEC GRAMMAR 

Grammar 

1.01 <S'> ::= |- <COMSEG> -j 

2.01 <COMSEG> ::= <SCTIONS> . 

3.01 <SCTIONS> :<SCTIONS> . <SINSEC> 
3.02 ::= <SINSEC> 

4.01 <SINSEC> ::= OPTION INTEGER 

4.02 ::= VIEW INTEGER <VIEWASN> 

4.03 ::= EXLINES <EXLASN> 
4.04 ::= INITIALIZE <INITASN> 

4.05 ::= OUTPUTS <NAMLST> 

4.06 ::= DUMP ALL 
4.07 : : =  D U M P  < N A M L S T >  

4.08 ::= SUPPRESS <STPLST> 

5.01 <VIEWASN> ::= <VIEWASN> , <VEWLST> 
5.02 : := <VEWLST> 

6.01 <EXLASN> ::= <EXLASN> ; <EXLASN1> 

6.02 ::= <EXLASN1> 

7.01 <INITASN> ::= <INITASN> ; <INIASN1> 
7.02 : := <INIASN1> 

8.01 <NAMLST> ::= <NAMLST> ; <NAMLST1> 

8.02 ::= <NAMLST1> 

9.01 <STPLST> :<STPLST> ; <STPLST1> 
9.02 : := <STPLST1> 

10.01 <EXLASN1> :ID = <VALST> 
10.02 ID [ INTEGER ] = <VALST> 
10.03 ::= ID [ INTEGER : INTEGER ] = <VALST> 

11.01 <VALST> ::= <VALST> , <VALUE> 
11.02 : := <VALUE> 

12.01 <VALUE> ::= <VALUE> * <NAMLST1> 

12.02 ::= <VALUE> * ~ <NAMLST1> 

12.03 ::= <VALUE> # INTEGER 

12.04 ::= INTEGER 

12.05 ::= ?? 
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12.06 = ( <VALST> ) 

13.01 <NAMLST1> 

13.02 
13.03 

13.04 
13.05 

13.06 

= <NAMLST1> / INTEGER 

ID 
ID 
ID 
ID 
ID 

INTEGER ] 

INTEGER : 

INTEGER > 

INTEGER : 

INTEGER ] 

INTEGER > 

14.01 <INIASN1> ::= <INITID> <= <INITDAT> 

15.01 <INITID> 

15.02 

15.03 

15.04 

:= <INITID> / INTEGER 

:= ID < INTEGER : INTEGER > 

:= ID < INTEGER > 
:= ID 

16.01 <INITDAT> 

1 6 . 0 2  
:= <INITDAT> ! <INTLIST> 
:= <INTLIST> 

17.01 <INTLIST> 

17.02 
17.03 

17.04 

INTEGER # INTEGER 

?? # INTEGER 

INTEGER 

9? 

18.01 <STPLST1> ::= INTEGER / INTEGER 

19.01 <VEWLST> 

19.02 

19.03 

19.04 

19.05 

19.06 

<NAMLST1> 
" <NAMLST1> 

<VEWLST> * 
<VEWLST> * 

<VEWLST> # INTEGER 

VON 

VOFF 
( <VIEWASN> ) 

There are 19 nonterminals and 32 terminals. 

Nonterminal Symbols Terminal Symbol 

<S' > 
-

<COMSEG> "I 
<SCTIONS> . 
<SINSEC> OPTION 

<VIEWASN> INTEGER 

<EXLASN> VIEW 

<INITASN> EXLINES 

<NAMLST> INITIALIZE 

<STPLST> OUTPUTS 

<EXLASN1> DUMP 

<VALST> ALL 

<VALUE> SUPPRESS 

<NAMLST1> 1 
<INIASN1> ID 

<INITID> = 

<INITDAT> [ 



<INTLIST> 

<STPLST1> 

<VEWLST> 

] 

* 

# 
?? 
( 

) 
< = 

/ 
< 

> 
; 
VON 
VOFF 



APPENDIX C 

THE ERROR MESSAGES 

# SCANNER ERROR MESSAGES 

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  

$ $ $ $ $  
$ $ $ $ $  

POSITION 

POSITION 

POSITION 

POSITION 

POSITION 

STRING OF 

(-" 

(--

(~ 

(~ 

(  —  

( ~ )  

HEX DIGIT EXPECTED; 0 ASSUMED. 

BINARY DIGIT EXPECTED; 0 ASSUMED. 

ILLEGAL \ FOR BINARY MODE; IGNORE. 

ILLEGAL CHARACTER. 

TO MANY CHARACTERS IN NAME; IGNORED. 

DIGITS. MAX DIGITS IS 9.REST IGNORED. 

ILLEGAL OCTAL DIGIT: (—) .0 ASSUMED. 
STRING OF (—) DIGITS. MAX HEX DIGITS IS 8. REST IGNORED. 

# SYNTAX ERROR MESSAGES 

<<FE>> STACK OVERFLOW. NEAR COL# (—) . 

<<NF>> ILLEGAL SYM NEAR COL# (—) WAS SCANNED. IGNORED. 

<<NF>> MISSING SYM NEAR COL# (—) . SYMBOL (..) INSERTED. 

<<FE>> SYNTAX ERROR NEAR COL# (—) . WITH SYMBOL (..) IGNORED BEGINS. 

<<EE>> IGNORING SYMBOLS ENDS NEAR COL# (—) . SYMBOL (..) IS ACCEPTED. 

# COMSEC SEMANTIC WARNING MESSAGES 
!!!! EXACT MULTIPLE REFERENCES FOR SYMBOL: (..)/(—). RECENT IGNORED. 

!!!! ILLEGAL COL DIMENSIONS FOR SYMBOL 

(—) ASSUMED FOR BOTH. 

!!!! ILLEGAL ROW DIMENSIONS FOR SYMBOL (..)<—:—>/(—). 

(—) ASSUMED FOR BOTH. 

!!!! TOO MANY RHS INITIAL VALUES FOR SYMBOL: (..)/(—). REST IGNORED. 

!!!! TOO FEW RHS INITIAL VALUES FOR SYMBOL: (..)/(—). LAST ASSUMED. 

# STAGE1 SEMANTIC ERROR MESSAGES 
!!!!! RHS AND LHS DIMENSIONS DO NOT MATCH; RHS SIZE ASSUMED. 

!!!1! NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF ROW CATENATION OPERANDS DONOT MATCH; 

SMALLER (--) ASSUMED. 

!!!!! NUMBER OF ROWS OF COLUMN CATENATION OPERANDS DONOT MATCH; 

SMALLER (—) ASSUMED. 
!!!!! CONDITION VECTOR MUST BE ONE DIMENSIONAL; FIRST ROW ASSUMED. 

1 J!J! NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF COND. VECTOR MUST BE EQUAL TO LHS ROWS. 

!!!!! OPERANDS OF (& + OR @) MUST HAVE EQUAL ROWS; SMALLER (--) ASSUMED. 

!!!!! OPERANDS OF (& + OR @) HAVE WRONG NUMBER OF COLUMNS; 

SMALLER (—) ASSUMED. 
!!!!! NUMBER OF ROWS OF COLUMN CATENATION OPERANDS DONOT MATCH; 

SMALLER (—) ASSUMED. 

!!!!! NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF ROW CATENATION OPERANDS DONOT MATCH; 

SMALLER (--) ASSUMED. 
!!!!! CONDITION VECTOR MUST BE ONE DIMENSIONAL; FIRST ROW ASSUMED. 

!!!!! NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF COND. VECTOR MUST BE EQUAL TO ARRAY ROW. 
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!J!!! SYMBOL < ... > USAGE CONFLICTS WITH TYPE DECLARATION; 

COMPILATION CONTINUES. 

!!!!! MULTIPLE DECLARATION: ... 
!!!!! SUBROUTINE: ERROR NUMBER - !!!!! PROD — NOT ALLOWED IN 

FNREG. 

PIN NUMBERS NOT ALLOWED IN FNREG—IGNORED. 

MULTIPLE CLU DEFINITIONS. 

MULTIPLE FNREG DEFINITIONS. 

# HPSIM4 INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGES 

<COMERR> SYMBOL 

<COMERR> SYMBOL 
<COMERR> SYMBOL 

<COMERR> SYMBOL 

<COMERR> SYMBOL 

NOT FOUND IN STAGE1 DATA BASE. 

NOT DECLARED IN ANY MODULE. 

NOT DECLARED IN MODULE: — .  

/(—) NONEXISTING MODULE. 

[ — :  —  ] .  U P P E R  C O L U M N  L I M I T :  —  E X C E E D E D .  

UPPER ASSUMED. 

<COMERR> SYMBOL: (..) <—UPPER ROW LIMIT: — EXCEEDED. 

UPPER ASSUMED. 

<COMERR> LABELS OF/EXINPUTS/EXBUSES DECLARATION FOR SYMBOL: .. 

IS EXPECTED. 

<COMERR> LABELS OF/MEMORYS DECLARATION FOR SYMBOL: .. IS EXPECTED. 

# HPSIM4 INTIALIZER ERROR MESSAGES 
//// OUTPUT EXCEEDS THE PAGE COLUMN LIMIT; REQUEST IGNORED //// 

!!!! RESET TO A NODELAY STEP (—)/(—) NOT ALLOWED; REQUEST IGNORED. 

# HPSIM4 RUNTIME ERROR MESSAGES 

!!!! STEP: (—)/(—). MAX BRANCH TO STEPS IS 5. REST IGNORED. 

!!!! BRANCHING TO STEP (?) FROM STEP ( — )/( — ) IGNORED. 

???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): USER DEFINED FUNCTION (..) NOT IMPLEMENTED 

IN HPSIM4. 
!!!! STEP/MOD (--)/(--): MAX ARGUMENTS FOR FUNCTION (..) IS (—); REST 

IGNORED. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): MIN ARGUMENTS FOR FUNCTION (..) IS (—). 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): PASSING (??) ARGUMENT TO STANDARD CLU FUNCTION 

NOT ALLOWED. 
!!!! STEP/MOD (—)/(—): FUNCTION (..) MUST BE ONE DIMENSIONAL; ONLY ONE 

ROW ASSUMED. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): LOWER COLUMN OF FUNCTION (..) OUT OF BOUND. 

!!!! STEP/MOD (--)/(—): ARGUMENT (—) OF FUNCTION (..) MUST BE A VECTOR; 

FIRST REFERENCED ROW ASSUMED. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): INC & DEC ARGUMENT BITS MUST EQ. FUNCTION BITS. 

???? STEP/MOD (—)/(--): DECODE FUNCTION ARGUMENT HAS WRONG NUMBER OF 

BITS. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): ADD & SUB ARGUMENTS BITS MUST BE AT LEAST EQ. 

TO FUNCTION_BITS MINUS ONE. 
!!! STEP/MOD (--)/(—): FUNCTION (..) ARGUMENTS MUST BE VECTORS; FIRST 

REFERENCED ROW ASSUMED. 

???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): FUNCTION (..) ARGUMENTS MUST HAVE EQ. NUMBER OF 

COLUMNS. 
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???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): THE CARRY ARGUMENT MUST BE 1 ROW & 1 BIT; FIRST 

BIT OF FIRST ROW ASSUMED") 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(--): NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF ARRAY AND BUSFN OUTPUT 

LINES MUST MATCH. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): COND ARG COLUMNS OF BUSFN MUST EQ. ROWS OF ARRAY. 

???? STEP/MOD (—)/(~): ASSOC FUNC UPPER OUTPUT LINE OUT OF BOUND. 
???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): UPPER OUTPUT COLUMN OF COMPAR FUNC OUT OF BOUND 

???? STEP/MOD (—)/(—): HPSIM3 CANNOT HANDLE DECODE ARGUMENT OF 

MORE THAN VAX2 WORD RANGE. 



APPENDIX D 

LIST OF HPSIM4 SUBROUTINES 

# HPSIM4 UTILITY ROUTINES 

DEFNS 
BLDATA 

# FILE HANDLING ROUTINES 

OPFIL 

CLFIL 

## SYSTEM LIBRARY ROUTINES ## 

# DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ROUTINES 

RECEIV 

LOCATE 
ALLOCATE 

# READ ROUTINES OF STAGEl TABLES 

RSSYST 

RDSDT 

RDREF 

RDSRT 

RDSQRT 

RDQTAB 

RDTOTS 

RDPARA 
RDARG 

RDPINT 

# READ ROUTINES OF COMSEC TABLES 

RDCREF 

RDEXTL 

RDINIL 

RDOUTL 

RDDUML 

RDSUPL 

RDBTAB 

RDSEQL 
RDEXTS 

# LOAD ROUTINES 

LDEXTS 

LDNEST 

# DATA VECTORS MANIPULATION 

PACK 

GENMSK 
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MAKPAT 
PUTBIT 

# LOGIC FUNCTIONS 

OR 

AND 

XOR 

LSHIFT 

RSHIFT 

## INTERFACE ROUTINES ## 

# RESTRING THE DATA BASE 

RSTORS 
RSTORC 

# SATGEl DATA BASE MODIFICATION 

UPDSDT 

# PARTIAL SEMANTIC CHECKING 

UPDCOM 

FNDSDT 

FNDSYM 

DIMNSH 

USAGE 

## INITIALIZER ROUTINES ## 

DOINIL 

SETOUT 

PRINTS 

SETNST 

DOEXTL 

GETVAL 
INTRAN 

FEDVAL 

## SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM ROUTINES ## 

# CONTRLLER 

SIMUL 

# SCHEDULAR ROUTINES 

NACTS 

NSTNEW 

NSTRST 

RSTNST 

ALRACT 

# EXECUTOR ROUTINES ## 



QLINER 

FRMSEG 

PUTSEG 

ORDER 
EXECUT 
BRANCH 

CONSVC 

LOGCL1 

LOGCL2 

INVERT 

CBRNCH 

GLMCCA 
GLMRCA 

GETGLM 
DLMCAT 

DLMCCA 

DLMRCA 

PUTDLR 

PUTCLR 

PUTVEC 

NOTRAN 

CLUNIT 

# STANDARD CLU FUNCTIONS 

CHKCLU 

ADD 

SUB 

DCD 
INC 
DEC 

COMPAR 

ASSOC 

## OUTPUT PROCESSOR ROUTINES ## 

PRILIN 

DUMPS 
MAKPAT 
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